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The UNH. men's lacrosse 
team has its home opener · 
agai.nst Stony, Brook to-
morrow afternoon. See 
story page 28. 
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"A Private ·Eye,". Jan . 
Clee's· eclectic collection 
of art at: the UNH Galler~ 
ies. · See story page 17. · 
862-1490 Durham, N.H. 
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Durham N.H. Perm1t ·1t30 .. 
Contf ortable win for Ablondi teani 
By Bryan Alexander 
Jay Ablondi arid Barbara Cer-
reta won a decisive victory over 
candidates Doug Lachance and 
Robert Bosworth, in the presi~ 
dential elections held Tuesday 
and Wednesday, · 
Voter turnout improved over 
last year, with 1,821 UNH 
students voting.· The Ablon-
di/Cerreta ticket took ·1,075 
votes creating a subs.tan tial 
margin o v e : r the 
Lachance/Bosworth · ticket 
which aquired 746 votes. 
Ablondi pointed to previous 
elections as one · reason that 
·voting numbers .were so low. , 
Last year's candidates went 
unppposed, said Ablondi, caus-
i-ng stl!dents to lose interest in 
the student government. · 
'This is the first time in two 
years that people have had 
something t@'italk about," he 
continued . 
. The publicity of the presiden-
tial :campaign brought student 
politics b_ack into discµssion, said 
Ablondi.' , 
"Student government _is '·back 
on the front burner," he stated. 
"A lot of students are tal,king : 





By Bryan Alexander 
After a short but hectic cam-
paign and a night of celebration 
after.the election -results, the 
newly elected presidential team 
of Jay Ablondi and Barbar.a 
Cerreta is preparing for the year · 
ahead. · · 
'Tm psyched that it's over," 
Ablondi said while testi.ng the 
president's desk, which he will 
'occupy officially on May, 1. 
: "Today l qay~p't do!)-e anything . 
but try to 1;?{1J everthing into 
place." · ·' . · ·, ' · 
· Ablondi s·pent th<::, evening 
of the vote tally at the Sigma 
Bt!ta fraternity house, where he . 
claimed to have trouble getting 
his mind off the unannounced 
results. 
"Lucky t~e Bruins' game was 
on to keep my mind off the 
election," he said. · 
Abfondi said .the celebration ''Apathy is not as b~d as it was 
last year," agreed Tomasen 
Madden, who was in charge of 
the. election. "Student concern 
and awareness is on the ·in-
crease." 
Victorious student hody_ president Jay Ablondi an:d vice president Barbara Cerreta will move · began once the phone call came 
into the studen_. t senate office at the beginning o, f May. (Cindy Rich photo) in with news of his victory. 
Ablondi · said through vigor-
'. 
ous ·campaigning and a debate about the issues at stake next 
held Monday, most students year. Ablondi claimed that he 
knew how both candidates felt rook 60 percent of the ~ores. 
Phi Mu rapped for hazing 
. : By Marla· G. Smith 
- Phi Mu so,rority, accus.ed of 
hazing, has been placed . on 
temporary social probation by 
. their national headquarters. 
. This is the first social -pro-
bation for Phi Mu ti.me since 
- it received its charter in 19·19. 
· ·A,s of ,Ap~il 5, Phi Mu ~anno·t 
pa:rticip·are in any raids,. cocktail 
parties·,. pledge dances or any 
other social function. 
"Requiring study .halls, steal-
.· ing pledge pins, and · using 
pledge books are considered as 
hazing under the ethics of the 
National sorority," said UNH 
Phi Mu_Fresident, Joanne Cote. 
She said lackof communica-
tion and misinterpretation be-
twe~n National in Georgia and 
. Phi Mu at UNHseem to be the 
primary reasons for the proba-
tion. There was a misunder-
standing as to what could be 
interpreted as hazing, Cote said. 
Hazing is considered as an-
Phi Mu sorority on Madbury Road has been placed on temporary' ything that makes a distinction ' 
'social probation' by it national headquarters after being found 
guilty of hazing pledges. (Ronit Larone photo) . PHI MU, page 9 
because the majority of the · 
student body shared his opinion 
on these issues. 
· "Peop.le agre-ed with our 
views~" said Ablohdi. "Those 
who were up on t~e issues, went 
ELECTION, page 8 
"I do remember a few bottles 
of champagne being poured 
over my head," he ·admitted. 
"Basically I just rejoiced with 
the people I worked with." 
Cerreta spent the evening at 
the Catnip Pub where she 
claimed to be celebrating the 
ABLONDI, page 10 
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Living 'in sin' 
By Jennif~r Hightower gement. is a fairly open and 
, ' Saving money and finding out hoaest one, it gives people a 
what ma~riage is like motivated chance to work out a joyful, 
one woman, a recent UNH happy sexual relationship rather 
graduate, to move-· in with. her than deal with the fears which 
boyfriend last summer. They · may come after marri~ge," said 
are now engaged to be married Warshaw. -
next April. Many students view "It does prepare you for. 
premarital cohabitation as a way marriage,~· said Jepsen. "We got 
to more effecti'vely choose a to know each other a lot better. 
marital partner or insure a · We are a lot closer than when 
happier, longer-lasting mar- we just went out. I learned more 
riage in the future. about · who I was with his help; 
The advantages to living being able to talk to -someone 
together before marriage range else 'about feelings, secrets, and 
from learning more about each things that are hard to admit." 
othe,r to working. out future "If you're going to make .a 
finances and responsibilities, commitment, you're ·going to 
Cohabitation can essentially have to find out about them 
serve as a marriage trial. sometime," said the before 
There are also disadvantages, mentioned UNH junior. "It · 
however,' such as defying reli- (living toge·rher) created the 
gious, persqnal or par_5:!ntal opportunity to find out about 
values, disapproval from family the other person and, believe 
. and friends, a,nd deciding what . me, you do find our:". 
to do about the living situation t,You learn about feelings. 
Some of UNH's unmarried couples said they decided to live together.to measure their compatibility, 
while others cited the financial advantages of sharing an apartment. (Cindy Rich photo) 
if the relationship ends. This is different than a family 
··"We lived together last tie and it's more than your best 
summer to save money and see friend, too. You learn what you 
what it was like. We got a lot are made of. The responsibility 
closer. Now we're getting mar- is greater. You grow up a lot," 
ried," said Margaret Jepsen, a he said. 
Fecent UNH graduate. . "I think it's a good thirig but 
The reasons for premarital there are negative effects as 
cohabitation vary. A couple may well,"said Warshaw. Living 
enter into cohabitation: solely together "gives you a chance to 
with the intention of saving make a more informed choice 
· money on rent and then decide about _m~rriage. -But I don't 
to get married, or they may live know if .tt makes for a _more 
together in order to decide with successful marriage, simply 
some accuracy whether they are - because people change," he said. 
ready for marriage'. "It_ is livi·h_g with_ someone 
"I just wanted to try living wh_o 1~ changm~ while you are 
together before I made a com- chang!ng over time that makes 
mitment,,.said one UNH junior for a good ma'rriage," said 
' who lives with his girlfriend and Warshaw. "Growth ,.(while liv-
asked to remain un,identified. ing together) doesn't make any 
"I wouldn't want to step into difference ~ecause peo'ple 
something that serious (mar- change over t1m~. A successful 
riage) without trying this first. ~arr_iage, _joy and satisfaction 
In today's society, I . think it · m bemg~w!th someone, depends 
(premarital cohabitation) is a on adaptrng to each other's 
must. You can't do it any other 'changes."_ _ . 
way. Ma-rriage is the la,w. It's Accordmg_ to Marriages and 
binding.". . · Families by Lamanna and Ried-
Premarital cohabitation is mann, "Research has found 
also helpful because knowledge little difference in the m~rriages 
gained by living together can · of _tho~e who cohabitated ~efore . 
. help to make a more informed marrying and those who did not 
choice about marriage, accord- in terms of emotional closeness, 
ing to Dr. Steve Warshaw. For . satisfaction, conflict, equalit- · 
instance, do they "leave their ar!anism, self-~isclos':1-re, c<;>m-
socks in the sink and squeeze mttment, manta! sat1sfact10n, 
the too.thpaste up from the and intimacy (Macklin~ 1983)." 
middle?" he joked. _ Most of their information on_ 
, Warshaw IS a lecturer iri the cohabitation comes from small, 
UNH psychology department, intepsive stu?ies of college 
a psychologist in private prac- stud~nts who hve together,. ac-
tice, and the current president . cordmg tQ Laµianna and Ried-
of the NH Psychological Organ- mann. . 
ization. Jepsen said she didn't think · 
"If the living together arran- living together gave a complete 
idea -of -the- responsibiltties 
marr·iage entails. "We do our 
own laundry but we cook for 
each other. Finances will be 
different when you have a joint _ 
account and share expenses. 
Also, with arguments, you can 
walk out now. You can't when 
you;re married," she said. 
Another disadvantage t:o liv-
. ing together is the change in . 
. the amount of personal time 
each p<!-rtner has. . 
"It .can put a strain on your 
social life. I'd feel guilty if I just 
. went out with my friends with-
out inviting him. He feels the 
same w,ay," said Jepsen. 
"It took quite .a- ~hile to Jiv€ 
toge-ther without invading each 
other's lifestyle," said the UNH 
student. 
Warshaw found other prob-
le ms with pre-marital c;ohab-
itation. "There's some truth to 
the cliche that you don't really -
· know someone until you live 
with them," said Warshaw. "On 
the other hand, if you go with 
the notion that you are going 
to marry someone that you live 
with, and you get to k~ow them, 
you may find that it's not such 
a good idea." 
One study ·stresses the impor-
tance of clarifying motivations 
and goals for cohabitating be-
the step is taken, according to 
Lamanna and Riedman. Cohab-
i tat ion for the wrong reasons 
or for individuals who are not 
prepared can lead to "misun- ' 
d'erstanding, fru_stration, or 
tesemment" (Ridley, Peterman, 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
,· ' . . 
-Blast left shuttle 
·-cabin intact Made his day 
and Avery (1978)) . parents on the ~e'ii~ion of the · 
- "Estimates are that only about. church" they will be married 
one-third of cohabitants even- in. . 
tually marry each other ·(Clayton · "Macklin's subjects perceived 
and Voss, 1977)," according to several benefits from their 
Lamanna and Riedmann. living together. They expressed 
Another negative aspect of · a deeper understanding of them-
pre-marital cohabitation can selves - their needs, expecta-
develop from the personal his- tions, and inadequacies ·_ along 
tories of individuals, said War- with increased knowledge of 
shaw. what is involved in a relation-
,., "If someone has grown up ship. Soine believed they had 
· with a set of values that living begun to clarify what they 
together is not okay and they eventually wanted in marriage. 
go ahead and choose to do that, They felt increased emotional 
later on, the situation can cause maturity arid self-confidence, · 
c;onflict in the relationshipi': -and they also felt more able to 
he said. · . , understand and relate to oth-
. In the relationships of both ers," according i:o Lamanna andj 
Jepsen and the UNH man, it Riedmann. 
was Rot so much their own "The most obvious current 
values, but the values of parents benefit was companionship. 
which caused problems. Macklin · concludes that 'the 
Tl?,e .UNH junior living with pattern which is currently evolv-
his girlfriend said both of them ing appears to be primarily 
experience some parental dis- concerned with total relation-
approval. "My parents don't ships and only incedenrally with 
come out and say it, but they sexual aspects' (1972) ," · 
have their own way of digging. ' This study supports the state-
I just have to accept it. My mentsofthetwoUNHstudents 
. friends are very respectful of regarding their relationships 
the situation, as are my brothers and cohabitation. Cohabitation's 
and sisters. Her parents won't ·_ contribution as preparation for 
come anywhere near it (the marriage is unsubstantiated by 
apartment). That's their way research, according to Lamanna 
of saying they don't approve. and Riedmann. However, the 
It's had it's effects on u,s,. She's UNH student said the benefits 
afraid of losing them," he said. .ofpersonal growth and aware-
Jepsen said telling their par- ness of what marriage entails ·_ 
ents that ·she and her boyfriend outweigh_ any disadvantages. He 
were moving in together was said "I think it's worthwhile to 
difficult, ahd now that they are find ou_t before you make the 
engaged, they were having big step." 
"trouble agreeing with their 
PSNH requests rate hike 
The crew cabin of the space shuttle Challenger _ 
apparent!Y surviv~d _the_ explosion and t_he plunge 
co Earth mtact unnl 1t hit the ocean, a chief Federal 
safety inspector said Wednesday. _ · 
Voters of the California town Carmel-by-the Sea 
made Clint Eastwood's Tuesday, electing him mayor 
by a 70 percent margin ousting 61-year-old, two-
term -incumbent Charlotte Townsend. 
The Public Service Company of N<=w Hampshire 
(PSNH) asked stat_e regulators Wednesday for 
permission to raise electricity rates by as much 
as 21 perc<:_nt over a two-year period beginning 
Experts said that although ·the January 28 
explosion left the cabin intact, it does not mean 
the seven crew members were alive moments before 
impact. _· · ~ · . . . · 
Officials have not made a defm1te statement on 
exactly when the astronauts died: but_ recordi_ng 
devices from the Challenger cockpit bemg studied 
at the Johnson Space Center in Houston may hold 
the fiQal answer. Th<:; experts say the ast.ronauts 
were probably killed by the shock of the initial blast, 
the sudden depressurization of the cabin, or the 
force of the shuttle's descent. 
The 5 5-year old Eastwood, who has. made a career 
of portraying tactiturn cowboys and lawmen bent 
on righteous revenge, said at a victory news 
conference, "There won't be an_y radical change." 
Eas.twood won on a prodevelopmeni: platform, 
some.thing that for mo,s·t of this century. residents 
have' battled against. _ · 
Eastwood will be sworn into the $200-a-month 
job on Tuesday. Carmel is a one-square-mile village, 
120 miles south of San Francisco, and has a 
population of 4,7,00. -
. on July 1, but said falling oil prices may off-set the 
increase by two-thirds. If passed i.t will be the first 
increase in basic rates in three years. 
PSNH said the request was not tied to the 
Seabrook power plant .. The $4.6 million plant's 
first unit is almost complete and should begin 
operating li}ter this year. The New Hampshire Public 
U rilities Commission will examine the request and 
whether it is indirectly tied to PSNH's investments 
in Seabrook. A hearing date has not been set. 
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By.Jennifer H.ightower He said Held had intendea 
· Pr~f~ssor ·Warren Howard to spend at least three mo.re 
Held Jr., 5 7, of the UNH De- years in completing his com-
partment of Spanish and Clas- puter c;fata file of Hittite tablets 
sics died suddenly at Rochester's _which was more than two-thirds 
Frisbie Memorial Hospital last completed. 
Saturday. "Students respected him high-
"He was wonderful. He was ly," Rouman said. "His two 
my dad. He Was such a wond:- favorite classes, I think; were 
erful person," said Amy Sher- his large Classical Mythology 
burne, Held's daughter. course which he treated, and his 
Held was a professor of small course in Sanskrit (an 
cl~ssics at UNH for the past 19 ancient language of India), a 
years- .and chairman of the course that is taught in few 
Spanish and Oas.sics depart- institutions of higher learning." 
ment for the past· three years. "I know that we··re a ·stronger 
He had just been elected to serve classics department because of 
· for one more year. - his many effons and love for 
The Held family lived in the promotion of Greek and 
Dur~am for 17 years and recent- Latin studies on the campus, in 
ly moved to Strafford. New England, and in our na·-
Wet weather drove all but a few pedestrians from Main Str·eet this week, a contrast to the 
crowded sidewalks during la~t week's record temperatures. (Ronit Larone photo) 
. "He was always there when tion," said Rouman. 
we needed him. He was a tough Private funeral services were 
person who was always there, held in . the National Cemetery, 
and that'-s why I shall miss him," Bourne~ Mass., under the direc-
said Professor John C. Rouman tion of the Rev. John Upham 
of classics. "He had a knack for of Bow Lake Baptist Church. 
solving problematic situations, Held graduated with a B.A. 
and that takes a lot." in Classics from Princeton un·i-Mother tells of missing child Held's latest work included versity in 1950. He earned his· 
research on ancient 11th century M.A. in 1952 .and a Ph.D. in 
a woman whose son, Taj, has . Hittite, which he had been . 1955 in Linguistics, both at Yale 
been missing for five years. workingonforthepast 18years. University. He served in the 
By Arthur Blougouras Devine Hall. The guest speakers 
The dorms of the upper quad 
sponsored ,,a presentation on 
missing children Tuesday night 
in the Niche Coffeehouse of 
· were Kevin O'Malley, a spokes-
man for New England Kids, a 
non-profit child-finding organ,-
ization, and Annette Narbonne, 
Narbonne said her husband, His analyzation would have U.S. Army between 1954 and 
(the boy's stepfather), abused helped us get a better under - 1956. 
them both, and she believes this standing of English and a clearer HELD, page 22 
mi'gh t have ca used the nine- __ v_e_iw_o_f_h_is_t_o_r.:...y ,_R_o_u_m_an_s_a_id_. _____________ ___ 
year -old boy to leave home. · 
After contac·ting the proper 
authorities, Narbonne, dissat-
isfied with the results, started 
questioning the authorities 
themselves. She learned that 
a week after she had reported 
the incident, the local police had· 
still not notified the state police 
becau.se they1had "fluffed it off." 
O'Malley said the police's 
attitude toward Narbonne was 
disr,espectful, and the situation 
was riot taken as seriously as it 
should have been. -; 
Narbonne said her son's pie-
, ture started appearing in news 
reports and ·in magazines, and · 
while she has had no luck yet, 
Leaving children unattended makes them vulnerable to 
kidnapping. This was one message driven home by the mother 
of a missing children in Devine Hall this week. (Ronit Larone 
photo) 
· she feels better about the im-
provements being made in the 
field of child-finding. "From 
five years ago to .today, things 
have changed," she said. 
Narbonne added that any-
thing anyone could do to help 
would be greatly appreciated. 
O'Malley said an estimated 
1.8 to 2 million children disap-
pear every year. He also said the · 
KIDS, page 11 
'HAVOC' fights nuke dump 
By Amy VanDerBosch The effects the nuclear dump 
Public concern is rising over sights might cause are unknown 
environmental effects of the to the DOE, Pavlicek said. 
pr~posed nuciear :du~p sight Pavlicek, personally funding 
in Hillsborough, New Hamp- . HAVOC, travels throughout the 
shire, particuL~rly fo -those · .New England area speaking at 
towns encompassing the sight. various. conventions seeking 
Have -A Voice Qrganized both public support and funding 
Citizens (HAVOC) is an.organ:- . contributions. 
ization attempting to unify Pavlicek has also written . 
public voice into a single neg- several poems regarding HA V-
otiating unit. · OC and the dump site debate 
Arthur L. Pavlicek, founder - in general. He mails them with 
and director of HAVOC, .said informa'rion about HAVOC to 
he hopes to convince the people 127 colleges · throughout New 
of the New E.ngland area to England. 
· protest and hopefully defeat the Pavlicek said the . nuclear 
Department of Energy's (DOE) storage tanks are supposed to 
proposed Hillsboro sight. last between 100 and 300 years 
"The price our future gener- without repair. .The nuclear 
ations will have to pay is not dump sight in Hanford, Wa-
new, nor will it ever be abk to shington has ''..only been there 
be calculated," Pavlicek said. seven years_. and already there 
are signs of deterioration." He 
said these sights are unretriev..: 
able. One~ _ th,ey a_r~ _in tl1ey are 
in forever, no matter what 
effects might be later disco-
vered, he said. · 
The Hillsbor-o .nuclear_ storage 
tanks would be built in a 2000 
foot shaft, covering 2000 acres 
of undei;ground land, Pavlicek 
explained. -
These storage tanks, built in 
the granite, creat_e what Pavlicek 
calls a ''nuclear coffin." "Hills-
boro will be the nuclear grave-
yard of New Hampshire," he 
said. ' 
If th~se tanks do spring leaks; 
the water near the leaks could 
then be contaminated; creating 
HAVOC, page 22 
Math genius to 
lecture at UNtt· 
By Gle~n Stevens ' •,; 
. World r~nowned mathema-
tician Samuel Eilenberg will 
deliver a series of three lectures 
at UNH this Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday. 
The Department of Math-
matics will be sponsoring the 
lectures given by the Columbia 
Uni;veq,ity prote~~or. . _ 
Eilenberg may be best known 
for receiving the Wolf founda-
tion award in mathematics for 
1985-86. According to mathe-
matics Professor Donovan Van 
Osdol, the Wolf foudation award 
EILENBERG, page 20 
World-famous mathematician, Samuel Eilenberg, winner of 
the W_olf Foundation Award, is coming to lecture at UNH. 
· (File photo) · 
r--~-~-~~-~--~~--7 · , 
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CHEM AND·GO · 1 Prof addresses 
1 · · THIS SUMMER.,_ .I 
I PART-TIME -UNDERGRADUATE -i.AB COURSES I 
I When it comes to taking lab courses in the summer, more I' I and more people are going to Northeastern University. - . I 
For Chemistry. Biology. Physics. In four-, five-, and 10-week I sessions. On nearby campuses -in Boston and Burl ington I 
I 
For more information , call (617) 437-2-400or our 24-hour I 
line, (617) 461-1400. Or send in the coupon. , 
I ___ ____. I 
I ~ ----~ I 
I I 
I
. P.O. Box 154, 360 Hunt ington Avenue, Boston, MA 02J 17 • · · 
- - Please send me information on: · . ' I 
I D Sciences D Engineering Technology D Business Administration I D liberal Arts D Health Professions D Law Enforcement 
I Registration is week of June 2 I 
I . NAME I 
I ,,,. I ADDRESS 
, __ CITY STATE . ZIP I 
I Northeastern University , 1 
I An equ_al opportunity/affirmative action university. co I ~-------------------~ 
' . 
- . . . 
inc. 




Scuba classes start -
Thurs.,. April 17th 
Call today for more inf_o. 




- d ? sunn-y ays mean ..... 
MUB on Wheels 
(returning· Monday April 14t_h) 
Enjoy a variety of subs, desserts, soft drinks;· 
and our own classic"'."falafel with Tahini sauce. 
Located in front 
of the Dimond .Library 
M-F 1·1:1:30 
By Erika Randmere 
Although women today may 
feel like "pioneers on the front-
iers of a revolution in sexual 
roles" they are not changing 
history, said historian Janet 
Polasky. 
Polasky, a UNH associate 
professor of history spoke last 
Thursday evening as part of the 
sprihg Phi Beta Kappa Honors 
Program lecture series. 
In her speech Polasky said, 
"We need to know -that women 
have not always been at home. 
We need to realiie that the 
'Leave 'it io Beaver family' is not 
a natural, biological unit-- June 
was not bringing Ward his _ 
slippers in 1066." 
Polasky spent the fall in 
Belgium as a Fulbright scholar: 
Her book, Revolution in Brus-
sels, 1787-1793, received the 
Belgium Royal Academy prize 
in history in 1982. 
Polasky' s talk traced Belgium 
woinen'.s active roles in the, 1789 
revolution, the absence. of their 
involvement in the 1839 revo-
lution and their present invol-
vement in public sphere. _ · 
"President Reagan, who sug-
gested that without the civil -
izing familial instincts of wom-
en, men would still be in caves, 
is no historian," said Polasky. 
"Women_ have only been at 
home for the last hundred and 
fifty years," she said. 
In the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century not only did 
wives wqrk but they had a 
political voice, Polasky said .. She 
_ described the activities of wom-
en in the first revolution of 
Belgium as pamphleteer~, ~om-
en who wrote and distributed 
political p.amphlets to aid the 
revolution. 
In her research Polasky dis- -
covered pamphlets in forms of 
dialogues "depicting women as 
well as men discussing political 
grievances,, plottip.g the rebel-
lion, and plamiing the republic." 
But she found only "two calls 
for women"s poli_rical rights 
am0ng the hundreds of volumes 
of revolutionary pamphlets." 
Polasky said she feels these · 
two pamphlets were probably 
satires as they caH for the 
removal of women from society 
if women weren't given more 
liberty and enjoyment of prop-
erty. · , 
She said women did not fight 
for political rights such as voting 
during this time in Belgium 
because "Belgian women at the 
end of the eighteenth -century 
continued to enjoy the right to 
participate in politics along with 
men." · 
Polasky also said, "It would 
no\ be un-til the mpdern period 
that women would demand their 
political rights. That w'as· be-
cause they would be excluded 
from the political c.9mmunity 
in the course of the nineteenth 
century." 
She said this was the case as 
there was no mention of women 
participation in . the second 
revolution. She maintains it was 
only after this that worrien'sr 
place became the home. . . 
Polasky _ also made the asso-
_ciation between economic _trans-
formation of industrialization 
and the denial of Belgian wom-
en's public rights. She said, 
"Economically, this rapid in-_ 
dustrialization resulted in de-
valuation of women's work." 
Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest 
honor society in the country. 
Beta is the only chapter 'in. New 
Hampshire outside of Dart-
mouth. The purpose of such 
·Iec_tures is to have UNH faculty 
talk to Phi Beta Kappa members 
in the Seacoast Area according 
to Professor Dawson. To be-
come a member a student,aeeds 
a 3.5 average in Liberal Arts 
courses in his senior year. 
R~iny weather left little ·room between the surface of the water ~nd this bridge at one of Durham's 
waterfalls this week. (Cindy Rich photo) 
' TME~ '. 
' . T -
6~ · _,_SHOP -....,..., MARKE . _ 
..., ._ - - ~ ST., PORTSMOUTH, NH, !3l - - - 1 
••-•~•-••-~• I 
Relax At Th~ Private Hot Tub Room Rentals : 
Monda,, , Tucsda,· . SAVE $6°0·· . \h·11·,1,.1\ .,. l.11.lit,l>.1\ 11n~ mJn ..,.,,. Co#! !WI' on~ ~.id1 •J•, Cot! (NI' 





I h is oller may r.1ot L>e combined w, 111 a11 y oner or g,11 cer t ,t,cate I 
Offer Good RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 431-099~ I 
With This ' ---------------~ •save S4 Off I 
Coupon Thru < May 2, 1986 ) Day Rates • 
•-- -- Tanning available 80104118"- - - -
. - . ---- ----. ~---aiL••--.!!--
35 Main St . 
Durham 
Acro.u from Post Office 
Hours: 
_M-S 9-5:30 
T F till 7:-00 
Phone: 
868-7051 
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-Houston stresses · diverSitY 
By Jim Church 
A liberal, diveq,ified educa-
tion will lead to greater lifelong 
sat is fact ion than a narrowly 
focused course of study, physics 
Professor Robert Houston said 
Tuesday night. -
Houston warned against o~er-
study in one narrow subject, arid. 
provided a meta_P,hor to ' illus-
trate the pitfalls of scholarly 
extremism. "Manure is gener-
ally a beneficial fertiHzer. Piled · 
high~ and deep, it becomes .a 
polluting mass," he said. 
Houston, who won the .UNH 
Distinguished Teaching Award 
in 1984,- addressed about 40 
Professor Houston spoke on the value of a broad education 
as pa_rt of the Last Lecture Series: (Cindy Rich photo) 
students and faculty at Babcock 
House as the _featured speaker 
in the Last Lecture Series. 
Weekly, the series enlists a 
distinguished professor or ad- . 
· ministrator to choose a topic . 
and pr.etend he is giving the 
final lecture of his career. 
He said he believes students 
can get the most out ~f their 
education by taking a vari°ety 
of courses, and that the U niver·-
si ty should make this easier by 
offering less demanding intro-
ductory courses. 
· "How can anyone consider · 
himself truly educated wh_p has 
not experienced the symphonies· 
of Beethoven, the sonnets of 
Shakes pea re, or the poems of 
_Frost?" he asked. "Missing part 
of what your fellow compatriots 
have created over the course of 
time is missing part of what 
being alive is all about." 
Stressing that well-rounded 
individuals usually lead fuller, 
richer lives, he said all students 
,should familiarize themselves 
with a variety · of unrelated 
course~, and should engage 
actively in the arts, athletics, 
· and government. 
"A i:u1iversity education is 
concerned with appreci<;1.tion 
and understanding of all intel-
lectual achievement," he said. 
Houston .said college gives 
students a uniqµe opportunity 
to grow and expand, and· he 
HOUSTON, page 12 
Treatment plant loses boss · 
i1\ -t1-
'By Marla G~ ·~mith · rri~de.-the budget,.,,· said Kevin 
The UNHWater Utilities Clavin, UNH Utilities E-ngi~ . 
Department· no longer has a neer. 
State certi_fied lab, after · the Now Flax serves as a water 
resignation -of t,wo year super·- plant consultant to various 
visor Laurel Flax. water plants in the state. 
Flax, who fulfilled the State "Laurel hasn't been replaced," 
Requirement of certification by said Clavin. "It's· difficult to hire 
having a Bachelor's degree in · someone because we won't 
Animal S.cience, moved to the know who wiil be running or 
State of New Hampshire Water owning .the system in the next 
Supply Division. . thrcte to four months. We are 
"I got· a good offer," said pres·ently seeking a company. 
Flax. "I was at a dead end po- ' to manage the plant on a con-
sition at th~ University; there tractual basis." · 
was no job }" could be promoted In the meantime, the plant 
to." is running on a temporary basis 
"Laurel was the boss. She_ until a water district between 
managed the whole lab , and . the town of Durham and the 
University is formed '. · 
The current Water Plant and 
Lab, located behind the field 
house .and college· woods, sup- . 
ports water operation and does 
necessary tests t(? obtain proper 
treatment of the water, such as . 
bacteria tests on the ·water in 
the system and wells. . . 
\}NH water samples are now -
tested at the Madbury Plant, 
which is located in Portsmouth, · 
according to . Kevin Clavin, 
UNH Utilities Engineer. 
"No~hing is-going to happen 
to the water," said Clavin. 'The 
WATER, page 22 
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, APRIL 11 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES-In~o the Jaws of the Beast . . 
Professor Frank McCann, History. Berkshire .Room, New 
Englan~i. Genter, 8 p.m. · 
THE UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY-Annual Concert.· 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. and Saturday, April 12. 
Students/ Staff/ Alumni/ Seniors-$4, General $5. · 
SATURDAY, APRIL 12 
WOMEN'? TRACK-a_t UMass Relays. 
UNH LITTLE ROY AL LIVESTOCK SHOW & FIELD DAY-
Opeo to all. Games, Chicken BBQ, recreational and educational: 
activities, includ"i!}g milking ~o~~est, _pie eating contest,' egg 
.Fto;ss and more. ~ivest()Ck Acttvltles Cemer, 8 a.rp.. to 3 p.m. 
. -ree. 
MEN'S BASEBALL-vs. Vermont (2), 1 p.m. 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE-vs. Bosto_n CoUege, 11 p.m. 
MEN'~ LACROSSE.,vs.' St~ny Brooks, 2 p.m. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN-Spring Song Fest . . 
Evening of .all a cap_pella singing. Granite State -Room, MUB, · 
7:30 p.m. Students/ Seniors.-$3, General-$5. 
SENIOR RECITAL-Postponed· until Friday, May 9. 
SUNDAY, APRIL 13 
MEN'S TRACK-at Maine 
-woMEN'S LACROSSE-vs. Temple, noon. 
MEN'S BASEBALL-vs. Vermont, 1 p.m. 
MUSO FILM-"Heaven Can Wait." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2. · , . . . 
. CELEBRITY SERIES-Peter Winograd, ~iolinist. ·Winograd, 
winner of the Aspen violin competition, will compete in 
Moscow in June. Works by Bach, Mozart, TchaiKovsky, 
Beethoven, Schoeberg,_and BizetJ· ohI?,son Th~ater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m. No charge, tICkets at M B Ticket OffICe. . ; 
MONDAY, APRIL 14 
MEN'S BASEBALL-at_ Mass (2), 1 p.m. 
LAST LECTURE SERIES-Te:lk _given -by professors as ff this 
were their last lecture ever. .. Gordon Haaland, President. 
Babcock Hall, "8 p.m: · · ., · ·· · 
- TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES-Bob Wilber and, Milt Hii{ton, 
Strafford Room, -MUB, 8 p.m. Students $2.50, General $3.50, 
PRE-PRE-REGISTRATION FOR COMMUNICATION 
MAJORS-Necessary so com_mu!]-ication majors_ can pre-pre-
register for those commun1Cat10n courses designated as by 
permission only (B.P.O.) . Granite .State Room, MUB, 6-6:45 
p.m. seniors, 6:45-7:30 p.m. juniors, 7:30-8:15 p.m. sopho-
mores. · 
TUESDAY, APRIL 15 
MEN'S TRACK-at Boston College De.cathalon, through 
Wedriesday, April 16. · _ . 
MOBAY LECTURE SERIES-"High-Resolution ,NMR of 
Inorganic Solids." Iddles Auditorium, Ll03, 11 a.m. 
_STUDENT RECITAL #6-Bratto·n Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 
1 p.m. . -- . . . . 
SIDORE _LECTURE SERIES-The Black Church in .America. 
Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m. 
lJNH FACULTY JAZZ QUINTET-Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m. · _,. .. 
· The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and dis,tributed semi- ' 
. weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located iri Room 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N ,I-:i. 03824. Business 
Office hours : Monday - f riday lO am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be . 
responsible for typographical or other errors, but wiH reprint that part 
of an adyertisement in which a typographical e~ror appears, if notified 
• immed'iat~ly. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The Ne1.11 Hampshire, 
· 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies -printed per issue 





T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS• 
. lONG .SLEEVE BEEFY T's 
SWEAT SHI-RTS • HATS · 
& TOTES ·. 
Water valves, pumps and tanks at Durham's water treatment p lant. Water testing be suspe_nded 
at the plant and w iJl be carr ied o u t .in Por tsmouth instead f~Uowing the ~esignatio n of the 313 f LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUT:H: NH Q3801 
plant's supervisor. (Cindy Rich photo) · · · · iiri'ld-.11a•~•\B'Jil\lllll!ll!lill!\\llllSllllllillD!li!lla1&-•-•••••••11Dd 
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1986 DIRECTORY OF RESEARCH GRANTS: . 
Tbis directory .has been. a·dded i:o the Reference 
Collection at the Dimond library . It includes · 
. descriptions, addresses, tele.phone numbers and 
- funding amounts for ayer 4000 grant programs. 
PREREGISTRATIO~{FOR SUMMER HORSE-· -
MANSHIP: Sponsored by Dept. of Animal Scienc~'. ' 
1 
Thursday, April 17, Horse Barns, 8 a.m. $75 fee 
due at registration. ·For tirnes contact Amy Dick~ns 
at 1171. · < · . .·· · . · 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL JOG~ 
GING MA~ATHON: Spons~red by .Dept. of Rec. 
· Spar.ts. No preregistrati~_H?- neces·sary . Monday, 
April 14 to Friday, May 2, New Hampshire Hall 
Track. Times i'n Room 151, Field House . Check 
_ in and out with attendant on duty with an accurate 
count of your .laps. Award given to team and 
. individual ·panicipants. Call 2031 or' stop in Room · 
151, Field House for more info. . · · · · · 
NEW ENGLAND -BACKYARD ADVENTURE: 
Sponsored by NH Outing Club .. Packing and hiking 
in bea,utifulAcadia National'Park, Mt. Desert Island. 
Friday, April 18 to Sunday, Apr{! 20. Prettip, 
--Tuesday, April 15. . . 
CO-REC SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored 
by Dept. of Rec. Sports. Friday, May 1, ·saturday, 
May. 2, Sunday, May 3, Fields behind Field House, 
begins _at 4 p.m. on Friday. Reister due Monday, 
April ~8, Hillsborough/Sulliva.n Room, MUB, 6 . 
p.m . All teams must have a representative at 
meeting.. l,! nd~~g r._aduate~ only., · 
BIKING THROUGH THE WHITES: Sponsored 
by ~H Out_ing Club. May 2-4, meet at Outing Club 
Off1~e, leaving at 4 p.m. Cost $20. Pre-trip meeting, 
April 24, Room 129·, NHOC Office, 6 p.m. Call 
Kristi,n at. 749-7309 or Tracey 742-9830, for more 
informarion. . . 
CAREER 
CAREER NIGHT FOR E(:ONOMIC STUDENTS:-
Spon·sored by Economic Undergraduate Society. 
Opportunity for economic students to start forming 
a career network. Tuesday, April 15, Room 314, 
McConnell, 7 p.m. . . 
INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Spon-
,sored by Career Planning & Placems;pt. Discussiop 
~ and lecture to help you prepare for interviews. 
Monday, April 14, Forum Room, Library, noon 
to 1:30 p.m. · 
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: Spon~0red by·· c;ree~ 
· Planning & Placement. Information a·nd methods 
_for how to find a job. Thursday, April 17, Merrim.ick 
Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
GENE-RAL 
MUSICAL POT LUCK: Sponsored by Non-
Trad.itional Stud_ent Program. ' The perfect oppor-
. tunity for you to demonstrate those exceptional 
musical talents. Bring your favorite dish -and 
instrument. 1f you don't have an instrument there 
should be extra ones here. Tuesday, April 15, 
Underwood House, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Call 3647 
for more information. 
, F[RE_SID~ EXPERIENCE: S~aff needed .. Accepting 
appltcat1bns noy., for 1986 fall ,staff positions. 
Ap.p\J~ations ,availap,le in Room 109, New Hamp-
shire HaH. · Deadline is April 18, Return to. Room 
109, N_ew' Hampshire HalL Call Carol Ober, Dean: 
of Students or Mike Gass, 2040. 
12TH ANNUAL COUNSELING CONFERENCE: 
Sponsored by Graduate Students in Counseling-
. CounseloPEducation Dept. Theme is Integrating 
Counseling Approaches. Keynote Speaker is Dt. 
Eric Lister, M .D., lecture entitled "War of the · 
Worlds: Challenges i:o an Integqtted Approa.ch 
to Psychotherapy." 15 workshops throughout day. 
. ·Friday, April 18, Alumni Center, 8 a.m. to 5 p .m . .. 
. • ,Students, $15/$25 with lunch, professional $30/$40 
· with lunch. · 
RING IN THE SPRING SING CONCERT: The 
New Hampshire Notables will present a night 
of capella singing with groups from Williams, Colby 
and Bowdoin. Music from all eras. Saturday, April 
2.6-, Richards Auditorium, Room 110, Murkland, 
8 w 10 p .m. Students/Senior Citizens $3) General 
$5. . ' ' , ' 
3RD ALMOST ANNUAL LIVE FREE OR JUG-
GLE CONVENTION: Sponsored by UNHJuggling 
Club. Workshops, v'ideos, and public show featuring 
Mark Nizer , UNH Alumnus and profess·ional -
jugg_ler. Saturday, May 10, Lundholm Gymnasium, 
Field House 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Students/children 
under 12, $1; general $3 . 
HEALTH 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals con-
cerned about their ~r~g use are welcome. Tuesday; 
Underwood House/ 7 to 8:'30 p.m. ·· · 
CLOSED ALCOHOLIC~ ANONYMOUS (STEP . 
MEETING): Individuals concerned about their 
drinking are welcome. Tuesday, Wolff House, 12:30 · 
to 2:00 p .m. 
WOME,N'S HEALTH SERIES: Sponsor~d by 
Health. Education Center, Health Services. Explore 
stress and lifestyle management , skills, sexuality, 
body image and other health issues of interest to 
the participants. Wednesdays, April 16, 23 & 30 
and May 7, Health Services from 12 :30 to 2 p.m 
by a,ppointment. C~ll 3823. "~ 
MULTI-MEDIA FIRST AID SEMINAR: Spon-
sored b.y New Hamps,hire e>.uting Club. Given by 
Red Cross. Saturday, April 12, 9 a.m. to -5 p.m. 
Contact the NH Outing Club, Room 129, MUB . 
for more info. · 
C:P.R. RECERTIFICATION: Sponsored by New 
Hampshire Outing Club. G_iven by Red -Cross for 
recertification in C.P.R. Monday, April 14 at 6:30 
p.m. Conract NH Outing Club for more info. 
MEETINGS 
. WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETI~G: Rob Dehlinger 
will give presentation on pronghorn! Mandatory 
meeting for planners on game dinner. Plans for 
a poster/booksale. Monday, April 14, Room 104, 
Petree Hall, 6:30 p.m,. 
SCUBA MEETING: Further discussion of dub 
organization. If interested in scuba, feel free to 
.drop by. Tuesday; April 15, Cai:roll Room, MUB, 
· 8p.m. 
.~ l~SI· ;Ef?':J:>rQf~ 
wor u e~per,ence 
By Ed Garlaqd ·· . d_ent ·.., i-th -~ccounting ·expe-
. Senior I)arlene Glenn- is. pre- nence. 
paring for a tempornry banking ' , :pa.~t ◊f AIESEC's ' StJ:ategy in 
and finance position and what cbnvinci!}g ·companies ro· train 
sets this internship apa,rt from foreign students is in describing 
others is its location in Ankara, ··economic benefits to be ga.in"ed. 
Trtrkey. "Foreign exchange students 
Glenn is vice-president of work for less and are entihusi~ 
operations ·of the International ·. astic about working in the 
Association of Students in Eco- , states," Glenn said. · 
nomics and Busines.s Manage- She s~id a foreigner {rom a 
ment (AIESEC). AIESEC is a poorer region wiH gladly work 
_ student-run, non-political, non- for US wages and "go home like 
profit organization boasting a a millionaire." Glenn will earn 
strong International Internship only $8·0 per week but this is 
Exchange program. AIESEC equal to about a $225 per week 
involves 30,000 students at 400 in the states. In: Ankara, Glenn 
Universities in 61 countries. said, lodging is 30¢ a night and 
· According to Candy Peterson, a large luncheon is 25¢ 
. AIESEC Public Relations offic- Turkey's AIESEC also has the 
er, ·the exchange program· works world's best reception proJ;!:ram·, 
on a recipn)cal relationship. To '.-Glenn said. Besides introduc-
serid students overseas, each "ing Glenn to tt'ie country and 
lqcal chapter must raise trainee planning weekend activities, 
positions fo.r foreign ·students 1'urkey's AIESEC wiU send .her 
· in the stat~s. ' on a 16-day cruise on the Euph-
"If we raise traineeships, our rates river. This exchange works 
students n:iust .-he matched," well for both sides, she said. Th~ 
Peterson . sa.id: ".A\:i i11ternship . Tur_kjsJ1 Goy~mrberit can send 
is not .ahtoma:tic> _there i's a . their-student's to .the states for 
selection process involved." _ training in many fields. _ 
This _sele~tion process works Presentiy, AIESEC at UNB 
on a computer and matche·s must taise betwe~n $300;000 
students' abilities to the require- and $500;000. for the 1'988 
ments of the' particular job. For , · lriternatioh~l Confe~ence to be 
example, the traineeship might held in Boston. 




Specialists in self-contained bi- ·_ 
cycling adventures. FRIENDLY 
GROUPS of active people. Our 
30 DAY TOURS wind thrbugh 
some of the NORTHEAST'S most 
scenic areas. Comfortable biking 
distances combined with WHITE-
WATER kayaking or canoeing 
instruction and superb whitewater 
rafting excitement! FREE BRO-
CHURE! P_,,O.Box l,South Wales, 
N.Y. 14139 (716)652-7257 
• 
ffCar 54 where are you?" 
uon a steak out!" 
ff Location?" ................•.........•..................•............ ~ ........ ~ .. ' . ' ' \ - . 
!DURHAM HOUSE OF i . . ' . ' ., .
• • • .. 
• • • 
PIZZA ·~ 
i · ' For our 10th vear anniversary 
: We would like to thank all our. patrons 
i with an early week special. -· : 
: On Monday nights- i 
i small cheese pizza-$2.00 : 
: On Tuesday · ni<lhts- i 
·i _large cheese pizza-$4.00 : 
• j from 6 p.m.-closing . i 
: . . 868~2224 . - : 
............. ~ ................ ~ .... ~····~············~················ 
Nick's Resti.lurant · 
. The entire month of April 
10 oz Sirloin Steak · 




Prime Rib Special 
_ Every Friday ,and Saturday Night 
Coming·Soon ~ also introducing 
Gyros-a fine Greek sa.ndwich 
available in our lounge day or night. 
"Try it, you'll like it!" 
Nick's ·Restaurant 
47 Main St. 
Durham, NH 03824 
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University Theater 




. Directed by . · 
_ Gay Nardorie,Jean Brown, Kim F'-atent, & tarry Robertson 
Johnson Theater 
Isabel and Harriet Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire, Durham 
General: $5 
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni and Senior Citizens: $4 .' 
Previews: $2 -
, April 1-at 8 P.M 
_ Benefit Prnview for the Jean Mattox Dance Scholarship Fund 
April 2 at 8 PM. 
Dress Rehearsal Preview 
April 3-5 at 8 P.M. 
April 9 at 2 PM 
April 10-12 at 8 P.M 
Reservations: 862-2290 . 
Dinner Theater P-ackage- New England Center Restaurant 
:~ ~ . . . ' ' . 
. u -
#\ ------- 7 
. \ . I / , .· .... __.---
ATTE-NTIC>N ;~ -
STUDENTS 
·~ ,;jR1f ~El,~ 
30 O'ays fO'r $30!!! 
(with t his ad & U N H I .D.) 
Tanique Inc · 
80 Vaughan Mall 
Portsmou_th,, NH 
'431-7047 
Ne; t to Luka's· Restaurant 
on the Kari-van route 
ReligiC>us tolerance stressed'· 
By Jennifer Hightow~r 
The imerpretation of religion 
today was the subject of a lecture 
by prominent religious figure 
David Tracy1 who encouraged 
the active· appreciation of each 
other's cultures and traditions, 
es peciaJly in the religious sense. 
In his Tuesday night talk, 
Tracy defined the problem as 
an unwillingness of the people 
of any one religion_ to accept 
other religions as real. This 
unacceptance has resulted in 
religious intolerance through 
the ages, according to Tracy. 
There are genuine reasons for 
religions because, for one "they 
may be true," Tracy said. In 
addition,"They may help to 
transform humans from being 
egocentric or ego-centered to 
being forced to living for all 
reality." 
Living for all reality' means 
an acceptanc~ of plurality, not 
only of one's own religion, 
according to Tracy. Plurality is 
the fact that different religions 
have different truths and dif-
ferent "ultimate realities," he 
By Peter A . Katz 
While most students are 
complaining during a.fire alarm, 
the Durham firefighters are 
racing to the emergency, wond-
ering if they will survive. 
There are many fire alarms 
each year, and at UNH there 
is ·a high percentage of fals e 
1ones. In 1985 there were four 
structure fires - t hose that 
spread from their original 
source, such · as a toaster - but 
said. Pluralism is acceptance of 
the claims truth of each religion 
without claiming one's• own as 
the ultimate truth. , 
"There is a growing sense 
amongst individuals of the 
importance and need for reli-
gion," said Tracy. ''Most of us 
are becoming used to the need 
to discuss many different reli-
gions." '- · 
Plurality among religions is 
irreducible; according to Tracy. 
The cause of awareness of 
plurali~y is ('the communications 
revolution where we find our-
selves l earning greater di-versity 
and cooperation," he said. "The 
effect on us is that we have to 
find ways to have genuine . 
conversation. We. don't do that . . 
Plurality is new for all of us." 
_ Tracy s·aid -people need not 
fear admitting the reality of 
other religions. "It is possible 
to both be something and to 
question it," he said. In the same 
manner, he said, one can be . a 
friend; or be in love, yet still 
criticize their lover. 
"Cultural and religjous plu-
th~re were 315 alarms called. 
For the ·entire calendar year, 
there were 1310 total alarms 
called in Durham. 
Captain William C. Cote, who 
leads the Durham fire depart-
ment, s~id he is proud that there 
are so 'few fires. "It is a remar--
ka ble statistic and with the 
. demographics, it is enviable," · 
he added. · 
He is less optimistic about 
-
1 the great · number of false 
I · 
rality is a fact,". said ' senior 
philosophy major Richard Swan-
berg who attended the lecture. 
"In Tracy's .first book, Blessed 
Rage for Order, he attempted 
to giv·e a guideline for how 
truths in different religions can 
be take_n as valid without- being 
seen a-s contradictions." 
A graduate· level seminar on 
Tracy is . being taught by phi-
losophy professor Paul Brock-
elman .this semester. 
Tracy stresses the importance 
of examining the. classics: liter-
ature such as Aris.rode, Plato, 
and the New Testament, art 
such as Michelangelo, and music 
classics. 
Ignoring the classics has 
impoverished us, he sa-id. "We 
should read the classics. Classics 
like the -New Testament can 
transform any human life, not 
only Chr istians or believers. 
They force us to examine the 
• new ways." 
"We have to find ways in 
which we can genuinely con-
verse," Tracy said. If we-don't 
do that, as well-as I can see, we're 
all finished." 
alarms. "I{ we slip a little, 
-perhaps let our guard down, that 
scares the fire department." 
There are always at least two 
fire engines, or an engine .and 
ladder truck, Cote added. "W·e 
cafl'.t take the liability or. ti?e risk 
to send 0nly one," he said. 
"In the past four months, we 
twice haV!e had a major medical _ 
call along w~th a false alarm. 
We had to ~elay medica1 care 
to a woman who needed Cardio-
Pulminary Resusd~ation(CPR) 
because there was a talse alarm 
in a fraternity," Lieutenant Tom 
Richardson said. · ' 
- ,"We become l~ss inentaHy · 
prepared onl.y a-frer three alarms 
in the same building in one 
night/' he said. 
Firefighter~ work 24 . hour 
shifts. "The most stressful and 
intense time is when the fire 
fighters are in a "cleep sleep and 
they hear_students are trapped,", 
Cote s'aid. . 
"The _impact of false alarms 
is tremendous at night. I f the 
meµ have to get up three time£ .·-
in one night and sleep only 1 
1 / 2 · hours in between, th,ey are 
not thinking clearly and they 
might make mistakes in their 
performance: This affects their 
. welfare and ~hey become prone 
< .. to inju~y and~at e in ,dajiger of 
being kHled," he said:.· : 
-, In less than1·60 seconds after 
_ hear ing about 'an emergency 
from the loudspeakers located 
in every room of the fire station 
across from Zais HaH, they ·musJ 
;Capt. Wiil iam Cote of the D urham/UNH Fire D epartment ~e driving the engines, Cote 
explains the ma,:iy facetsi 6f a Hr.efighte-r's-jo.b fo a university :add¢d. . -
town. (9ndy Rich photo) , ,, ', . '. FIR~, page 19, 
·,i ,· ! 
Can 'rbea~:"it -:anymore? Comb the 
Features J")agt:s 'and/>~ your 
interests! :·- ,,, V 
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Y~R~L 
fine vintage cloth·ing · 
New presses & Je~elty 
Now ·at J_a Bomba in Portsmouth 
· · · 206 · Mclrket Sf f'.eet' · 
open 11-1 
Sun. -12-5 . and 
Phone: ( 603)868-1938 ·47 Main St.-Durham 
.1flll~& -
presents ... 
April 11th in the MUB Pub· 
Here's Your Big Chanc;e! . 0 
•comedians 
•singers 
· • · piat:tists· 
. • your talent · 
-The audience is your judge! 
-Sign ups on MUSO door! 
· -Don'fWait! Sign Now! 






(continued from page 1) 
'to the election and voted for us." 
. Lachance did not have much 
to say on the · results of the 
election. 
"We're both obviously dis-
appointed with the results," said 
Lachance speaking for himself 
arid running mate Bosworth. 
"We just hope that Jay comes 
through on his camapign prom-
ises." 
Although he said he ~ould 
not run for an official seat in 
the senate, Lachance said he 
would help the next adminis-
tration: if they asked for it. 
Cerr·eta said she would not 
seek counsel from Lachance, but 
· was enthusiatic ~bout working 
with Bosworth. 
"I have high considerations 
for Bob (Bosworth)," said Cer-
reta. "He seems to be an am-
bitious young man." · 
Ablond-i was qui'ck to point 
out that this was not because 
of bad blood caused by the 
campaign. 
~·ooug and I have always been 
friends," he said. ''Things came 
out in the campaign a little 
·harsh. Unfortunately, that's 
politics." · 
Cerreta agreed there was no 
lasting bitterness, claiming the 
campaign had even brought her 
closer to the qppos.ing candi-
dates. 
"It was ~ good campa_ign an? 
and a good election,'·' she said . 
"I feel as though I've made two 
new friends out of it." 
The elections for the four 
Greek senate seats, which were 
held on the same day, produced .. 
one upset. Incumbent Warner 
Jones, was ousted from nis seat 
by a group which included Gregg 
Stephens, Susan Kennedy, Mi-
chael Fogarty, and Stephenie 
Norton. 
Jones, who missed g4ining a 
seat by four votes, is expected 
to call for a recount of the votes. 
This request, according to Tom-
asen Madden, will probally be 
granted. . . . 
"I feel we were pretty apt in 
our counting of the ballots," said 
Madden. "But if he wants one 
(a recount) I'm pretty sure he'll 
get it." · 
Commuter senators elected 
to the senat~ in~Jude Holly 
Amaden, Srnt R9bidoux, Kri~- -
tine Dora·n, Wen9y_Mooreno-
vich, Maryl]eth Cassdy,. Shawn 
-Mchugh, Chr~stina·Johnson, 
Michael Keating, DahielHi-
liard, and Kathleen:Coimacher. 
The four remaining com!Ilu-
ter senator . spdt.s wi-Hfillecl by 
f9ur write-in. candidates, who 
received more than' ten wrtte-
in votes each. These include 
Halsey Hewson, . Pamela Roth, 
Scott Dawson, andJohn Magini. 
Like father lik~ so~: 6ro,o~s;Garber, son of UNH Lacrosse 
co~ch Ted Garber, trying out a· lacrosse stick for size. (Marla 
Smith photo) 
~**************i-----------~ ! THE LAST HURRAH * 
. : Consignment Shop : 
: For the adventurous shopper! : 
* - *  Choose from' 30' s-' 40' s, vintage & funky* * clothing; hats & a•c€essori~s: men's,* * women's, children's, & infants clothing;* 
* jewelry, pottery & collectibles; & much* 
*
. more! · * . * 
* * · * . 9 Main St., Dover 
·* .. (In Smiley's Plaza) * 
Stash. 
your trash. · 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. * · 749-2930 . ~ 
.Y **************~; ---------
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between a pledge. an'd a si-ster, 
she said. 
Phi Mu will regain social 
privileges after their pledge 
program has been reorganized. 
"If we fulfill the requirements, 
then the probation will be lifted 
by the National Council during 
their July convention in Dallas," · 
·said Cote. , 
The National R'epresenta-
tives visit each Phi Mu chapter 
twice a semester. Last week a 
Representative brought a letter 
from National Council stating 
awareness and concerns of haz-
ing in. the chapter. · · . 
"National is cracking down 
nn anvthing they conside~ to be 
( continued from page 1) · 
ha.zing.· .What happened to us 
could help a lot of other frater~ 
nities and sororities by-making 
them aware of what National 
sees as hazing," said Cote. 
"I think it's unfortunate that 
they (Phi Mu) had such a 
penalty," said Sigrha Nu Pres-
ident Mike Iafolla. ,"It was a 
decision that Phi Mu Nadonal 
had to ~.ike. All the Greek 
· ho~ses are trying io get hazing 
out. This will do it for Phi Mu." 
Tau K,iappa Epsilon P_resident 
Fritz Habenicht agreed. "I un-
ders-rand that National has to 
follow guideJines. It kind of 
hurts the sisterhood when Na-
tional takes a~ay _the pledge 
books, which lets the sisters get 
to know one another better." 
However, Cote seemed to 
-take an optimistic viewpoint, 
"Sure, we have social probation, 
but that doesn't mean our 
house's morale is low. There's 
more to a sorority than jvst rai_ds 
and social functions. National 
wants us to integrate more of 
an emphasis on sister involve-
ment."' 
Phi .Mu junior Elizabeth Du-
mas said, "This will give us a 
chaµce to get to know the sisters 
better-it just might make us 
stronger." 
THE -NEW RENAISSANCE: 
REVIVING PERSON/1L CREATIVITY 
An afternon with ALAN HAMMOND 
_ International ~pe~ker and advisor 
_ Saturday, April 12 1 :00-5 :00 pm 
Green Pastures Estate, Epping NH 
At Rte. 125 & Rte. 27 
Keynote and wrap-up presented b}' Alan 
Also, Forum sessions on health, education, · 
hus"iness, communication, leadership and,community 
· Guaranteed a lively, invigorating and 
creative afternoon 
.}?resented by Emissary Foundation International 
. Noadmission charge -, 
Call 679-8149 for directions and further information 
COUNSELORS 
Summer Employment 
you are sensitive to the needs of the handicapped and your 
· background qualifies you for a counselor position, we can If offer you ten weeks of summer emplQyment at our beautiful 
30-acre Bancroft North site, located in a superb seacoast setting on Penobscot 
Bay, Maine. · 
Individuals with such recreational skills as arts/qafts, sports/camping, 
swimming/boating and those with course work in S~ial Education, Human 
Services or similar studies are all welcome. Swimming and boating counselors 
must have Advanced Life Saving certification. 
Orientation begins at the Bancroft School in Haddonfield, NJ, on or about June 
16th with ·housing provided during your stay. Then you are off to Maine. 
Transportation·, room, board and salary are provided. 
Bancroft participates in college co-op credit pr:ograms. Qualified applicants 
shol!lld·send resume or apply in person to the Human Resources Department, 
·1v1onday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5 PM. · ' 
Sunday, sflows at 7 and 9~·30 
$1 students $2 non-students •- · 
Strafford Room, M VB 
Presented by M USO -
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State .of thCZ art 
' • I , 
.video gear at the lowest 
prices in the state. 
The Fisher 905 proves that a high quality VCR doesn't 
have to ·have a high price. The Fisher 905 is. a wel!-
balanced video recorder with all. the features · 
most people will ever need. It uses the new 
"HQ" system for improved resolution and pie- . 
ture detail. It can be programmed to record · 
(unattended)-four events .over a 14 day · 
period. And it has a 111-channel 
cable-ready'tuner and s399· . . 
a wireless remote. $25 Month* 
NEC 
.You can find cheaper stuff, 
but you wo.n't find 
this stuff cheaper. 
At Tweeter we sell nothing but quality video 
equipment from top brand names
0
like NEC 
·. • I 
Proton, Fisher and Kloss Video. · 
And if you find the same products for less at a 
local, authorized dealer within 30 days of pur-
chase-prove it and we'll refund the difference. 
I - . . . . 
So if you want a top-notch TV monitor or video 
recorder and a guaranteed lowest price, you 
know where to go. 
The Proton 625S is the new standard of 
quality for TV monitors·. The Proton 625S has a 
better picture than any TV set we've ever seeh. Its 
unsurpassed sharpness 9nd contrast, along with 
its state-oHhe-art tuner, make it the newstan-
dard of quality in monitor TVs. Features include 
digital, cable-capable tuning; MTS stereo sound 
and a full-function $1 099 
wireless remote. .I $45 Month*· 
[EFISflER 
The· NEC 951 offers top-shelf performance at 
reasonable price. This one is loaded! The. 951 's .. 
· 'HS .Hi Fi" stereo sound system outperforms pro-
ssional studio recorders. Its "HQ" circuit improves 
solution and picture detail. Other features include 
1 MTS stereo decoder, four-eventi21-day recording 
ogrammability; picture search, asse(T)bly · 
jiting and wire- ·$719 · . . . 
, _;$ remote. $40 Month* 
. ' 
Off~r Ends.Apri,I· 20th 
Mall of New Hampshire 
Manchester 627-4600 
' . :<:)\}:}~\:/\\\ 
' . 
. ··==\:(:;\: {{{' ~ 
520 Amherst St. 
Nashua 880-7300 
-Fox Run Mall 
Newi'ngton 431-?700 
--ABLO NDf ~ 
(continued from page 1) 
birthday of a friend. 
"I was drinking at the Cat-
nip," said Cerreta, "trying to 
pass the time as quickly as 
possible." 
She said she was ''over~ 
whelmed" upon hearing ·the 
news· o~ her,victory. · 
The first task ahead of Ab-
londi and Cerreta will be the 
selection of executive officers 
for the student senate. Ablondi 
claimed this task was imperative 
to insure a successful student 
senate, and promising that poor 
choices in the past have taken 
their toll. 
"Cohesiveness . on the exec 
board _could have been stronger _ 
this year," said Ablondi in 
reference to the resignation of 
two executive officers last se-
mest~r. "I want to go bac;k to 
getting strong positions filled 
and working with them. An 
administration is only as good 
as its exec board as a whole." 
Another task ahead of Ablon-
di and Cerreta is taking the focus 
of the student senate out of 
student organizations and irito 
the state legislature to lobby for 
increased fundings for the uni-
, versity. 
To d9 this, Ablondi said a 
strong Student Acti_vity Fee 
Committee would be needed to 
keep an eye on the organizations 
(SAFC s business manager for 
next year is Jim Griffith, Ab-
lon_di's campaign manager). 
Ablondi also pointed to the 
present administration's lack 
· of communication. with the stu-
dents, and prornised to open the 
communication· lines to. the 
entire student body. . 
"The senate has to promote 
itself more to students by trying _ 
to get everyday students in-
volved, or aware of the events . 
which aff~ct them," said Ablon-
di. "They (the current admin-
istration) tried ·to do that, but 
from what I can tell, most 
people weren't up on student 
government." , 
Cerreta said this wa_s a very 
. .important considera:tion for 
· next year; and advocated the -: 
installation of a "gripeline," 
which would give students 
office hours to air complaints 
or comments to senators. 
"I wasn't on the senate and 
I hardly knew it existed,'' Cer-
reta said. 
Ablondi will have ample.time 
to ponder over solutions to these 
problems .as well as di_scover 
other problems before he as~ 
· sumes office. Even as he reclined 
in his future office and stared 
thoughtfully out the window, 
he discovered another possible 
· improv_ement. 
"These curtains," he ·sighed, 
"have got to go." 
the New 
. Ba111pshire 
is looking. for a Photo Editor 
for the fall of 1986. Applica-
tions may be ·picked up im 
, room 1.51 of the MUB and are li~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---·················· .. · .... ······································•R··,' due on Apri I 2. 
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-----------------KIDS----------------
(continued from page 3) , 
FBI's estimate is much more 
conservative than other agen -
cies which have a much higher 
estimate, and the importance 
of the situation is being lost in 
a "numbers game." .. 
0 ' M a l le y s a_ i. d t he 
. Massachusetts-based New Eng-
land Kids was formed two years· 
ago by ordinary ci~izens to help 
parents find their children 
_ because no official agency would 
officially recognize the problem. 
O'MaJley expressed his anger 
and frustration at the at1thorities 
who do not take chis matter 
_seriously enough and label all 
missing children as runaways, 
ignoring this· "startling reality." 
"An automobile gets more 
respect than a 16-year-old kid," 
he said, referring to the dispro-
portionately large amount of 
police officers assigned .I to find-
ing stolen cars, and the much 
smaller ·(if at all existent) 
number assigned to finding 
missing children. · 
Of approximately two million 
children who disappear annu-
ally, 80 percent are runaways. 
Sevency.::five percent of that 
number have left because of 
troubles at home, and nine out 
of ten of those are sexually 
abused. 
Accorcl-.ing to O'Ma_lley, while 
adults can go for a long time 
without having their feathers 
. stroked, children need constant 
love and support ·because a 
child's perception of time is so 
much longer than an adult's.-
This fact, coupled with the lack 
of communication and jnterac-
tioq existing in a large number 
. of 'tod'ay 'tfamif'ies, can lead a 
ch'ild to ·feel unwanted and cause 
him or her to leave home. 
O'Malley de~cribed · two types 
of abductiori of a child. 
T.h e f i r s t i s p a r e n t a 1 
abduction-the divorced parent 
steals the child out of a desire 
to get revenge on the other 
parent. There is no love in -
volved, and the abducting parent 
wHI usually try to brainwash the 
child by telling him or her th1at 
the other parent is dead, or no 
longer loves the child, etc. 
In -the ' ensuing six to 18 
months, the child could be 
abandoned, sexually abused, or 
even murdered: the parent_ can 
not de-al with the stress and 
frequent heatings can become 
fatal to the child. 
There are roughly 500,000 
cases of parental -abductions 
each year. 
The other type of abduction . 
is kidnapping by strangers. This 
often involves organized groups 
of criminals who kidnap child-
ren (usually girls aged 12-15 ), 
impregnate them, and take the 
baby and sell it for $35,000 on 
the_ black market. O'Malley said · 
he had heard of at least two such 
organizations that were active 
in Boston as of six months ago. 
Stranger abduction consists 
of approxim~tely 50 to 100,000 
cases annually. 
-O'Mal-ley accuses the illegal . 
drug and the pornography in -
9-ustries of contributing to the 
rise of child kidnapping. He said 
child pornography, the fastest 
growing branch of porno-
graphy, causes a "big demand 
.out there for children." He said 
these ~hildren can be kidnapped 
Coming Next Weekend 
jn the MUB Pub, April 18th, Mi~~ presents ... 
j~~4-7pm 
· •ELVIS PRESLEY! 
•LEAVE IT TO BEA VER! 
•THE FIRST JOHNNY CARSON SHOW! 
. •EARLY ST AR TREK BLOOPERS! 
JAND EVENMORE!! 
and forcibly addicted to drugs customers can rake their' pick. , 
like heroin and sold into white Occasionally, police break 
slavery. The white slavery · child prostitution rings and 
market in Eµrope is on the rise, learn the child is op~rating with · 
and while children are. in high parental consent. 
demand, American college stu- O'Malley mentioned ways to 
dents with b.lond hair are also prevent child kidnapping by 
targeted. either edu(ating the child or 
Some of the methods in:. establis,hing saJehomc. i;to-
volved in child kidnapping are · grams or preferably both. Safe-
quite · sophisticated. For in- homes are either private homes 
stance, some kidnappers paint or businesses where the family 
an ordinary . van to look like an or merchant has been previously 
ambulance. They rent uniforms contacted, screened, and asked 
and drive up to a child on the ~ .if he would offer safety to a child 
stre~t, say a parent is in the who is being pursued by a 
. hospital, and that the· child stranger. · 
should come with .them. The child would be involved 
Sometimes potential victims in a pr.ogram at school where 
are targeted for up to a month. he or she would not onlv be 
Their pictures ate taken and put taught never to talk to or accept 
into an album so potential rides from strangers, but wc1uld 
Dance to · benefit 
children's . fund 
By Arthur Blougouras 
A dance-a-thon will be held 
Friday, April 1-8 at New Hamp-
shire Hall. Proceeds from this 
event will be donated to New 
England Kids, a non-profit . 
organization ,founded to aid in . 
the finding of missing children. 
The mon_ey will go for better 
equipment, facilities, and re-
search. · 
· The dance-a-thon, sponsored 
by the dormitories of the upper 
quad, will begin at 6 p.m. and 
run until 6 a.m., but people who 
do not want to dance for so long 
can pay an . entry fee and dance 
. . ... 
... 
• • • ., 
• .. 
• • .
• • .. 
• • • • • . 
• • • .  
as long as they wish. 
· Those who do want to par-
ticipate in the tlance-a-thon c~n 
pick up sponsor sheets from all 
the area comrpunity desks or the 
resident assistants (RA) of the 
upper,-quad. 
T-shirts will be given to all 
who raise over $100 while the 
bi~gest IJ?Oney-raiser will re-
ceive a pnze. 
Jr:idividua-ls with questions or . 
those wishing to contribute in 
some way should get in contact 
with the spokesperson for the 
upper quad, Denise Marcoux at 
862-1152, R,oom -34H, Devine 
I-Jall. ' . . . 
also be c·aught hiking safety, 
swimming safety, and fire 
safety. These lessons would all 
be blended together so as to not.' 
inake the child paranoid of being 
abducted. 
The two speakers said they· 
have spoken to parents <1;nd PT A 
organizations, but students 
should educate themselves about 
th'.is issue because someday 
students will have children of 
their own. 
Are you.denying 
· . yourself - : -
a oetter shot -· 
at grad school? 
Okay, it may be too late to 
get a· 4.0. But it's not too late to 
try to do better on y,our LSAT,. 
GMAT, GRE, or MCAT For that, 
there's Stanley H. Kaplan .. 
No one has prepped more 
students than Stanley H. . . 1 • • 
Kaplan. Our test-taking.tech-
niques and educational 
programs have prepared 
, over'! million students. 
So whatever grad _school 
exam you're. taking, ca11 'US. 
Remember, the person riext t'o 
you during your exam might 
have taken a Kaplan 
course. 
• ••• • 
KAPLAN t 
STAt~ I fY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 1 
The worlds leading 
test prep organization . .......... . ' 
• • • • • • • •-• • • .. 
• • • 
• • .. _ 
• • . . 
• • • • • . . 
• • .. 
• ., 
• ·• .. 
• 
• • • • • •· • • • • • • • Friday & Saturday at Midnight , 
$4.00 ' 
• • • • • .. .. 
(rules will be enforced and ID's checked) 
. · Also 
Out of ·Africa 
7:30 pm only 
• Visit m~e-atre Jideo 
, in the lobby 
l00's of the latest releases, VCR rentals . 
NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT is required. 
Special Tuesday & Wednesday only .$1.25 a tape 



















T.be Ramones · 
The Ra~ones · 
The Ramones 
· The· Ramoies 
The Ramone_s 
- The Ramones 
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with special gue$t 
Perfect-Edge 
April ·20, 1986 a~ ·8~00 pm 
PNH Field House 
$·6.SO Students · 
$9~50 Non students 
and 'at the door 
Tickets on· sale We~nesday 
- -1· m 
---- -HOUSTON----
(cominued from page 5) 
urged them to use that oppor- your studies," he said. 
tunity wisely. Houston cr1t1c1zed rntroctuc-
','N ever will you have less tory courses at UNH, saying 
responsibility in your lives than . they are often too difficult for . 
you do now;" he said. "Society students who don't have spe-
has set this time apart so the cialized preparation. He called 
individual may grow 1:o his foll upon UNH professors to design . 
potential." intr,,oductory-level courses in 
He used his specialty, physics, which all students can learn 
as an example of a subject with fundamentals without havi-ng 
which he said he feels all edu- to worry .about ·competition 
q1ted people should be familiar. from people with unusually 
"All electric and magn.etic phen- good training. . · 
omena in our universe can be "Introductory courses at 
analyzed or explained with four UNH. are discipline-oriented," 
simple equations," he said. "No he said. "They can be pretty 
one is truly educated who does formidable if you don't have a 
not have some perspective on specialize( background. It's 
this subject." · wiser to have introductory 
"Without understanding of courses designed at a level where 
ppysical laws, this room would people who don't specia,lize in 
be lighted with whale oil and the discipline can survive." 
there'd be smoke and soot As an example, Houston 
everywhere. Radar, automobile · postulated a beginning course " . 
ignition systems, television sets, which would teach the fonda-
antennae, radios, stereos ... were mental concepts of physics 
all developed using the prin- with01,1t requiring advanced 
ciples of physics," he said. math or science skills. "To teach 
Houston also emphasiz~d the the basics I could write tests 
integral role the humanities play without ar.ithmetic questions . 
in a bal a.need ed uca t ion. Homework would include math, 
"Literature and fine arts are no but the time-pressure would be 
less important than the scien- gone," he said. 
ces,'' he s.;iid. "The plays and "It's very hard to form a 
symphonies should not be balance between focused study 
missed." and other things, but it's the 
In the athletic sphere, he other things that make life a . 
urged people to both watch and damn sight more pleasurable," 
participate. "You should attenq he said. "When you get out in 
as many athletic events as . life, there's more than doing 
possible," he said. "College · physics." 
wrestling. is an enlightenment. Finally, Houston told stu-
Gymnastics is sensational. Hock- dents, "Education is an ongoing 
ey, baseball, football ... are su- process and does not necessarily 
perlative." · stop with the termination of 
"Physical activit.y keeps ~he formal work at the U ni'versity. 
juices flowing. The better phys- Don't be scared to dream," he 
ical shape you're in, the better said. 
you'll be able to concentrate on 
ATTENTION 
Undeclared . . 
Students in the College of 
Liberal 'Arts 
. Pre-R(!gistratfon forlundeclarcd CLA sttidentsl will . take place 
at. the AcadeajicAdvising center in Room · 111, Murkland 
Hall;· from· 9:,:00 a.m. to t2 noon and again from 1 :00 p.~. 
to 4:0q P:ID. . , - . 
BEGINNING ·oATE IS APRIL 16, 1986, _,. 
--Reg,istration is scheduled alphabetically 
Pick up Pre-registration materials and ~ 3 page packet to see which 
sp·e~ific_ date: you are to pre-register · with the College of Liberal 
- · · Arts Academic Advising C~nter. · · 
I 
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Former presidential candidate George McGovern will be visiting 
Portsmouth -today to endorse the candidature of Burt Cohen. 
Cohen is running for US congress, and will share the stage 
with McGovern at Howard Johnson's restaurant at the· 
· Portsmouth Circle. (File -photo) 




WE'RE FIGHTING FOR · 
YOUR LIFE 
~Salt.Ifs responsi-ble m for a lot more than 
. seasoning your food. It Gq.ff 
also contribute to high ~lood 
pressure, a risk factor for 
stroke and heart attack. It's a 
habit you can't afford not to 
shake. 
· · · . · General Has oetermmed 
Warning: The Sur~eo~s Dangerous tu Your Health. 
C
.. ,,8tte smoking • That ,ga,, . 
//f!i, J/ ll lf 
· Read the election results 





AMERICAN :I: LUNG ASSOCIATION . _ f ,.  The Christma~ Seat People ,., tlWERICAN CANCER . . SOCIE1Y. 
~ - . . ~ . 
~ ~ 
{When is Dating -Dangerous?~~ 
. -, . ' / 
z - - • - • • • - - - - • • • • • . •' • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l • • • • • • • • • • - ."I! 
•\Vhen non-verbals are -reliE-J. on instead ·)f direct 
co □ rnunication 
• When alcohol blurs messages 
• \Vhen each person has unstated expectations 
The above can lea-d to forced sexual 
intercourse, -known as 
ACQUAINTANCE RAPE 
111111111111111111-11111111111111111111111i111!11,,l111111111111111111111111111111f1111111111111111111111 
===What Women Sho.uld Know============ 
· •Passivity and ~~bmissiveness can cre~te a climate fo.r sexual 
aggression. · 
•You have a right to express you feelings and should do so verbally __ 
a~d not just non-verbally. · · · 
.stereo-types for: women such as "Anger. is·-unfeminine" or "B€ · 
polite" may put_ you in jeopardy. 
•Whenever y9u use force to have sex; you are committing a 
crime called-rape eve[l if you know the woman or if you've had 
sex with her before. · 
•Rape is a crime of violence. It is motivated by the desire to 
· control and dominate, riot by sex. · , · 
• It is never okay to force yourself on a woman, even if you think 
she's been teasing or "leading you on." __ • - ~ . 
A RAPE· CRISI-S €0UNSELOR IS AVAILABLE AT ALL HOURS-THROUGH UNIVERSITY DISPATCH. 
862-1212. LEAVE YOUR FIRST NAME AND PHONE NUMBER. 
' 'I-
. . 
Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention hotline · 
operated and staffed by UNH students. 
Our confidential services are access- · 
ible to the UNH student body, toll free, 
, anywhere in the state of N.H. 
Cool-Ai.c:l is not only for people ex-, 
periencing crises. No proble.m can be 
too small. We cari help --you _solve your 
_problems, lend a helping ea~ or simply 
refer you to a contact tha.t you may · 
-need. To findout more, call 
._ Ev~ ev~ ~ 6 ~ io, ,~ 
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Editorial 
Give· the grass a chance 
It is too early to predict if President 
Gordon Haaland' s goal of ,making UNH 
The frustration felt by the Grounds~ staff, 
who work so hard to have the U nivetsity 
looking its best, can be understood. Fences 
erected between sidewalks and lawns, in. 
an attempt to give new grass a chance to 
take root, -are- frequently torn down. Once 
t hey are down, the temptation to take a 
shortcut often proves too much, outweigh-
ing any immediate concern the pedestrian 
might feel e ither for the survivaJ of rhe 
grass or, for the appearance of the campus. -
Buildings and Grounds could. even ro!l out 
the barbed wire, bringing the University's . 
muddy lawns to an even closer resemblance · "the best small public un iversity in the 
country" will be achieved, but in one way, to W or 1 d War One b a tt lef i e Ids. But, 
obv iously, solutions like these are as 
undesirable as the problem. 
It is unlikely that a student or. faculty 
member rushing to class can save more than 
at least, the school could be said to be nearly 
the re. As UNH's woodlands, lawns and 
flowerbeds emerge from their winter 
dormancy, the people of UNH and Durham 
alike can look forwatd to enjoying what 
must be among one ,of the 'most beautiful 
campuses in the country. Unfortunately 
though, the past few weeks ~ave revealed 
tha-t nature at UNH has to contend with 
muth more than just winter. Now the snow -
has disapp eared , t he scars are all too 
app are n t, with much of the grass and 
Of course, the problem is not unsolvable. 
-five _seconds by cutting- across any particular 
grass ·area. Ari obvious solution, therefore; 
might be for people _ to allow a few more 
seconds for ' the journey to class. B-ut the 
best remedy of all would be for the _ 
_community to match the p r ide taken by 
the Grounds s'taH in ·uNH's appearance. 
This University is blessed with an enviable_ 
campus that deserves our jealous protection. flowerbeds trampled into mud. · 
UNH could take a lesson from some British 
universities, which, in the best -tradition 
of English academic snobbery, forbid anyone 
but senior. faculty to tread on the lawns. 
Fai l i°:g that, a zealous Department of 
Senate 
To the Editor: 
On Sunday, April 6, at the student 
,senate meeting, student senate bill 
'VII-109 on divestment was intro-
duced. A member' objected to tbis· 
bill asking that the student .senate 
not consider it. Why? For the simple 
.reason that we have considered a 
·bill of this sort previously. The 
student senate voted against the 
·first bill thai: was introduced. last 
·semester. The government body 
Jel.t that it shoµld be a-political and 
thought it best not to get involved 
io this issue. The Board of Trustees · 
_have already voted not to divest 
· ;-USNH holdings in companies in 
South Africa. I feel it is obvious how 
the University has chosen to deal 
· '. w ith the ,issue ot-divestment ., Yet, 
once again, a resolution was intro-
duced . to the student senate asking 
_that this apoli(icaL goverome~t 
body s-upport divestment. Hence, 
the majority of the student senate 
voted. not to consider this proposal. 
I was appalled when the represen-
tatives from the People for a Free 
South Africa stormed out of McCon-
nell Room 212 loudly slamming the 
0door behi_nd them. I, myself, have 
lost some respect for this organ-
ization (PFSA). The representa-
tives did not, I.feel, conduct them-
· se l vcs in a professional manner 
whatsoever. How can they expect 
<people to listen to them when they 
act like toddlers-kicking an.cl scream-




-To the Edfrd;}\t~,: \ · 
I would 'iike·,:.t6:, rfiake7:some com-
. ·m~n-ts abo,J1:,i,th'~; _. a,rti-c(~' on; ;ii=he 
:divesqnent hid ,:fk'.a,~ 'ca:~ ~-up' ifi\he: 
senate. First~ is:·, tl-i-at al though -the 
,senate voted n~J to 'ciis~uss the bill 
by a two-thittl;§:'margiiii tt. would 
pave gotten m.oie that just b rie-third 
of the senate, in favc r o:f Jt: . After 
.the meeting s6-me ,s~natots told ine" 
that they: wo.u ld have voted for 
divestment but tha(they believed 
' enough· time: was 'spent on_ discus-
sion and i:hat . t here were more 
important -things. ' 
· I i"ntropuced. ,the _ bill because 
'several commuter Students wanted 
me to so they obviously felt that 
the senate did not explore all aspects 
of the d;ivestment issue. It really 
is a shame that the sena te voted 
not to discuss' the issue but it is only 
a -reflection of the general apathy 
_ on issues in the student body. We 
have about 20 days before there is 
a change in personnel in the seAate. 
1-don'-t know as yet who will ·be 
president but both caµdidates said "Joseph and the Ama~ing Technic-
that they would push the divest- olor ' Dreamcoac:..· which is to be 
ment issue so it is far from dead. dedicated to the m~mory of a 
I would {ike to t~uch 11pon th'e graduate who had been involved 
quotes in the article that I supposed- in their performances. · . 
ly made. Most of the m_isunder- This same graduate, Anna Zarnio 
standing is my fault because I told of Sunapee, NH was also a dedicated 
the reporter I didn't want to be volunteer in our Durham Red Cross 
quoted but he obviou~ly had a Blood Servic.es during her time at · 
-responsibility to your readers to the Universitv. : 
quote the author of the bi ll By Therefore, from this -relat,ionship 
asking -not tb bequotedf forced· ~he '_ cai~e rµe the~e, "A ~pring of Many . 
reporter to paraphrase, and ta'ke Colors" in tribute to ·"Annie." 
from context, things which I said As if this was meant the be, I 
following the decision of the senate. happened to read about the return 
I would like to clear up a few things to campus of. Alph·a Phi Ome'ga 
which I said about the proxy service fraternity whi-ch had_ the 
mechanism. A-U companies who good fortune in its prior years to 
invest in S. -Africa are rated accord- have had "Annie" as one of its own! 
ing to the Sullivan Principles. The This ne~ly formed fraternity will 
companies that don't meet a min- now join our efforts this spring. 
imum rating are divested from · Now that you know the why, you 
· immediately. Then -the others are shouJd know the wherefore. This 
either in compliance with the _ miracle theme is to . be presented 
principles, need improvement, or on Monday April 21st through 
need a little ·more i.inpi;ovement Friday April 25th from 10 am tCi 
than the second. The companies 3 pm each day at the "MUB Play 
are then given two years to get in House!" 
line according fo the Sullivan Our stage is all set for our real 
Principles according to whether life drama, but it needs a UNH Scar 
'they need improvement (a 3A Cast to follow the exarriple of a 
category) or_ need improvement a dedicated student, who in her short 
little more imperatively (a . 3B years, portrayed the best of life's 
category). Those are very t'ough mear:iing. · . . . 
terms and if anyone can explaifl it . In-au of YQUr caring ans your 
more accurately -or with . mo t e sharing w(tb. J) thers_, you too can 
apprehensibility please do. so. The. , portray 1:ik adts·.be~c tfrid.make the 
University has gotten 3 letters back , rnean.ingiof Springtime come alive 
which they had sent to th'e 3.A and · for someor.i~,.f ho needs you. . 
3B companies and the contenti-will · ·-, _ , , · , ';' .,. ·: : ,Jj rry Stearns 
be given ~t the next truste~s·· '·,., Durh~t,fl~Red C~qs~_Bl6od Chairman 
ffi€etipg . . •' • < ~ • •' • -,: •. ,/•l 't •,. . ,.-'c ' 
As a note (what'~ a letter ,withqµt ,. ·'.<. Phtu··· ~mn 
some p t:Qpcl;ganda.1nvolved?), how, . --~ ,, ~~:,,i • · . ,_ · 
~t11ei ~t~~; i~i::s?ctt; ~ -t~
1t~t.:<:·ff ~itt~~l~:tr:;:;:jt;i~}~-~{ci.,t -{?.,ri·Joel 
million or two UNH has invested ; ,Otfif:io$&r:s 'cJ!.'i:fe':lti'.i:fil¥,,6esj.? -column 
;:a:!:e:~~e:ef f bhl1~~~esof~
0~n-i;1·-"/~::~;\;f!:il~~\1it~:1~~tli~T~t~ 
_ revolve around alc~hpl. Well, it do.es 
not have to. If one-feels that it must, 
_ I suggest that the persons invol_ved 
may have a serious drinking prnb- -
i· lem. Believe it or not, non-alcoholic 
· parties can be loads of fun ( and I 
am willing tci bet that you'll re-
member it much bette; too). 
Numerous social- act'ivities are _ 
available on campus, just waiting 
to be ta·ken advanta,ge -o L Hall · 
Councils sponsor a~tivities such as 
dances 'ari·d mov1es•: The.MUB also 
· has dances· and movies as welt' as 
ipn?vi~,iqg, ·other _types of ent~rtain-
me'n t, n6t rq mention the g.ames' 
room. The Niche ·Coffeehouse 
.provides entertainment every Sat-
urday night and there are always 
various sporting events to attend 
(this would help to promote school 
spirit, .would it not?). MUSO spon-
-. so-rs great· conc:erts and thei:.e are 
always performances at Jqhnson 
Theatre in PCAC. And, dcm'dorget 
about all o·f the cl11bs a-nd organ-
izations that are available to become 
involved with, intramural ~ports, 
etc.' If one took advantage of every 
social .activity available, there would 
be no room for classes. 
I think that increased involve-
ment in the above listed activities 
would do much more co· increise 
social life at UNH and raise school 
spirit than d-riRking alcohol 'o/,O~ld. 
Ki£?berly f>.· Ball 
Nicaragua 
To· the Editor: _ 
,Among your readers are many 
of the kind people who pledged 
foods to the Committee On Central. , 
America (COCA) sponsored "·Fast 
for Peace" campaign. The money 
ra·ised from chis internati'onally 
.coordiµate@_Jast w,i ll btc .-usedJoJiuy;: 
medical supplies fg~ a h(?~pi~,-al; i~{ 
Esteli, Nicaragua ~here the scarce 
medical su'pplies ·are in high: de~ 
marid. COCA members are now~ 
finishing. their collesti9q drive of 
these pledges. -on behalf of the . 
people in Estel_i, the Fast for Peace; 
participants; and COCA, I wi; h tc? 
tharik our supporters for their 
commitment which made mir fast 
a s.uccess. To th.os·e ;people who· 
made pledges but have not been 
contacted';. we send our apology, _but 
getting in. touch. with everyone has:' 
'been diffic:ulc. Please h~lp us out 
by maili.ng your pledge . to COCA, 
Cominon Office, MUB, Durham, 
NH 03824, cH cci-ntact a member 
of COCA. 
. Once again, we thank the com-
munity for their support. 
Doug Horvath 
COCA 
EDMUND MANDER ~ditorc-ji-Chief 
JON KINSON, Managing .Editor 
w. GLENN STEVENS, News Edifor 
STEI/E LANGEVIN, Sports Edi\_Qr 
CINDY RICH; Photo Editor 
-MARIANNE STEEN, MahagiRg Edit<>r i 
MARGARET CONSALVI, News Editor-
JON EKSTROM, Features' Edita~ - , 
invested 1n chem. :- ·,<• , 1dea-~;•. @V~er~row·cl1ng ?-n·d., .. clffss ··sc.~~~ 
I would al~o like t~ r~mind ~~e ' _ ?uli ~g' _are"· t ,:Pr.°:~.l~~- 1:fow,¢vC:tr ,' f 
readers that· Rev. Sull1vap has. said _m,ust d1sagi:ee· w1t~ :l;i1s 1~@as ' about.' 
that the principles whi_cfrh~ -w-rot:e ':' sorial "life. ,""J·•·· . ~- '. - . _ •. , 
ar~11't ._being·u~e~ -,focsocral cha-ri'ge :,,_ , _ Mr. Otffr1oski st_at~r t~a-t' / so~i~l.-~···· 
and has ealled ·:on institutions, like ·,_ life at UNH is· nom;:x:istent"·b.ecause 
our own,_ to divest from -the slavery ·many students can_not go to bars; 
t'hat is being pressed upon the blacks it is difficult to at'tenq fraternity . 
RONIT LARONE, Photo.E0ito~ 
MARY FISQHER, Business Manager • 
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in S. Africa by a white supr_emist,. <. parties due to -the iiew ticket policy;· 
government. · and· residence halls canfilQt be a 
Paul Ouellette social'place because of strict alcohol' 
rules. He goes on to say that ltcss 
Red Cross 
To the Editor: 
At the time I was struggling for 
an unusual rheme for our spring 
blood drive, two unique coinciden-
ces occured to determine my deci-
rest-rictive alcohol policies_ would _ 
increase social life at UNH. 
First of all, I would like to remind 
Mr. Otf inoski that as a state school, 
UNH must obey _all state laws, one 
of which just happens .to be that 
people under 21 years of age may 
not possess alcohol. UNH has no 
· s1on. choice but to enforce this law. 
The UNH Children's Theater is , .Secondly, Mr. Otfinoski'.s s.tate-
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University Forum 
I dread ·graduation -At the class door 
By-W. 1 Glenn Stevens By Alan Adelman 
My mother is coming from Florida, 
1y father is coming from Washington 
D.C. a~nd my sister is coming from 
Boston. rII have friends, relatives, and 
assorted aquaintances here with me 
,- they are all coming, each and every 
one of them. They are coming to my 
graduation - graduation I have spent 
five years earning. And who will all 
my friends arid relatives hear speak 
at this occasion of occ;:asions? ... Susan 
Stambeig? 
You heard it here first, Susan 
Stamberg will-be this year's graduation 
speaker.Just who is Susan Stamberg 
and what gives her the right to be at 
the apex of my _five-year j~unt? · 
7ust .who is Susan Stamberg · 
and what gives her the right 
to be at the apex of my five-
year jaunt?" · 
I heard that George Bush once spoke 
a_t the graduf!Jion ·c~reinony of some 
ttny prep school in Pennsylvania. F. 
Lee Baily sp9ke at my high school 
graquation. You would think we could 
. get someone wonderful to s·peak at the 
· graduation cremony for ''the best small 
public University .in the country." 
·. If we are ·ind-eed worthy of ·such a 
claim, why can't we get the best smaJl 
.. public speaker in the country? Someone 
like Dudley Moore, for instance is pretty 
small. How about Gary Coleman. He 
is really small. -
.. · I called UNH President Gordon 
Haaland to ask -him just why this 
Stamberg character is coming to our 
graduation. "Because she's _good," said -
President Haaland .. Haaland also said 
she is ari eminent journalist and a "good 
speaker." Well I am ju'st not satisfied. 
. How big is she? I've never heard of 
her. 
. I asked President Haaland why w~ 
couldn't have a prominent Republican . 
• or Democratic figure speak at gradua-
. tion, after all, this is the primary state. 
He said he didn't want to ask one person 
because then "every other. candidate 
would ask why we selected X or Y." 
Personally I am embarrased. My 
mother is coming all the way from 
Sarasota, Florida to hear Susan Stam-
berg. I have spoken highly of ·this 
university and I am not afraid to say 
I am proud to be getting my degree here. 
But Susan Stamberg.. . , ·. 
I wonder who the "best" schools in 
the cou,ntry are having spea~ at their 
grad uat ions? 
· I wonder who is speaking at Har-
vard's ceremony - probably some 
Presidential candidate. . 
W Glenn Stevens is tf;e news editor a/The 
New Hampshire. 
Not may of us want to marry at 18, 
support a family, and deal with bills 
· on top of bills. The glamour would be 
all too lacking. But the truth is, many 
young men and women are forced"into 
- :that possible life-long trap without 
-a choice. · 
• !t is easy to accuse these people of 
being lazy and unambitious, and that 
might .sometimes be the case, but not 
always. Aftei: all, only a miniscule 
percentage of people are born into a 
U.ving arrangement where attaining 
an upper education is feasible. And only 
a~but half of them ~uccessfully graduate 
with white-collar credentials. 
wallowing in academia. In their eyes, 
I a,m working towards being the type 
of person who looks down upon them 
and their class. 
It is not difficult to detect a sense 
of resentment whenev:er I go back. All 
rhe .comtaderi.e • built up over twelve 
years of shared dilemmas has ·been · 
t:~Linguished. The days ot __borrow mg 
,, vacationing neightbor's hot-tub are 
over. No longer will we sneak 1nto the 
Christian Girls Summer Camp to see 
.1f chey have been good. One of the few 
things sacred to me, my home, is now 
~nerely a chunk of life filed away in iny 
iong,..term memory store. 
The working class consists of people 
who work for minimum wages, usually , 
at manual labor. They earn just enough 'University students know 
money to maintain a low standard of tha.t . the oh.1hortunity is there 
living. A standard I found to be best rr 
__ pictoria-lized by a 26-year-old housewife to have your cake and eat 
and mother of twp, "I guess in order h · 
to live, you have to have a very great · it too, wit out being obliged 
ability to endure. And I have that - lo look back . . 
an ability to endure and survive." 
For the most part, collegians. ate 
e.litists, and BA or PHb taters make . It is unfortunate that' different 
up the · middle to upper classes. This "c~asses'-' o~ people, whether sporting' 
is readily understood, if not in.tuitive. . blue or white collars, cannot relate to · -. 
But why shouldn't the fortunate ones each other. The whites think the blues 
set t~eir sights on careers promising are biting the ha:nd that feeds them. 
nothing less than material wealth? -As . Meanwhile the blues feel slighted and 
explained by a good friend's father cannot figure out how their dreams 
who looks like Albert Einstein, -"Ir' shattered before their very eyes. · 
would only be juvenile not to:" It is · The other night I went to a Black 
al,m9st a can't miss situation. If uni- Sabbath concert in Portland, Maine 
versity students know one thing, it's with three insane college peers. It was 
. that the opportunity is there to have great. There were .no ties in the 
· 'FS' · '~1 ·- ,.,- · ··d· ~ ·· h. · · · -.,,_.,,__ · · you_r ca,ke an. d eat it -too,, w1,·,rhout bein. g _ audience, and very few collars. You 
, - -, . M.,. _.··ne·e. '. S ·a 'c. _-. '··an.g' •'~f . obltged'. to look b.ack. . coµ~d not help but have a good time. 
So_ why do I always find myself Anyway, the warm-up band, W ,A.S:P:, · B ·n .d 01 ·. - lookrng back? Logic dictates that I had the all-too-willing ~rowd help them 
. ias r w~ek the student organization . ~ 'iJl/1 . . 'SOn should forget about ·my gas:=-pumping ~mt on one song. They .had everyone 
:People for a Free South Africa returned PFSA's most difficult task may not be budd,ies in Small Town, USA but J rn the place shouting "I want to be 
to thf,offices of Thompson Hall. This · U~H dives_titu_re - ._it ·may be keeping cannot. While they're relying o~ beer- · somebody.'' If only the odds weren't 
tin:ie it was to present UNH President their orga~1zat1on alive,,, sogged quarters, high-school girls, and so stacked for so many. • · . 
Ghorton :. Haalafld · wir h large .mock David Olson is .thernew editor-in-chielof ·trugs for .Subd. sliSrence in Small Town, AlanAdelman is a. ci;Jl~mhist for Th~ N€w . 
~ ec s: symbolizing the University's The-New. Hampshire. . am suppose y thriving at a university, rnvestments in companies with South 
1
_. ___________ ....,_; __ ..,__; __________________ ._H_a_m~p_s_h_ir.;.e_. __________ .;.._J 
African holdings.· Eadier. this semester; 
?1e111b~rs o,f the PFSA ~pent the night 
th Haaland s outer off ices. 
Yet as the. semester draws to a close 
U_NH is no clos,er to divesting its asset; 
·than it ~as when the semester, began. 
~FSA will never come.close to reaching 
1ts go.al as long as it continues with 
its current tactics. 
~ It is. time for-the. members of PESA 
-; to tak~ a step back and look objectively 
: at their. meager accomplishments. To 
the admfoistration, PFSA. is a minor 
nuisance. Compared to student activism 
. i11, the ,196Q's. ancl early 1970:.s,,s0 the 
- occasiional PFSA protest is nothing 
.. more than a tempo,,-a1:y .. inte;,rr.uption 
-' :?f the daily U nivers'iry: routine;·To marry 
· · stu_1en.ts, PFSA is a radical organization 
, {WhICh speaks loudly and carries ~ little 
. stick. . . ' 
. : . For a s~u~ent _orga11iz~ti.9~ such as. 
PF~~'. t9_ have _a voice in University 
poltu cs tt must have the support of 
the stuµent body. PFSA does not h·ave 
· f his- support. This is Qot beca'use' 
students-are not iC1terested in Univer-
.s i_ty affairs,, especially the issue of 
1 divestiture, but because PFSA seems 
to be alienating students, rather than 
attracting them. In short, PFSA is-a 
cl-ique with a strict admissions policy 
- none but the most devoted social 
activist need apply. . 
If P_F?A i~ to realize· their goal of 
UNH 91vest1ture they must soften this 
admissions l?~licy and begin to .appeal 
to and mobilize the general student 
population, something that is not 
happening now. It must also cancel 
its next Thompson Hall room .reser-
vation and be•gin to bring its case to 
the University community on a much 
wider scale. From the looks-of thin . s, 
By Ivan 
_MONUMENT TO 
THE i 0 EftROR..fSf 
Brenes 
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or the success-oriented student. 
on the 
--FAST TRACK 
THE-NEW HAMPSHIRE_, _ _ 
the University's.most widely read and popular newspaper, is offering 
these positions to freshmen, ~sophomores and juniors in 1986: 
* ADVERTISING ASSQCIA TE: coordinate and develop local 
and national _adv'ertisements; communicate .with clients; handle . 
classifieds. · Position will lead to Advertising Ma1!ager in 1987 /88. 
-* ASSIST ANT BUSINESS.MANAGER: support Business 
Mapager in billing and accounts re_ceivable. Position will lead to 
Bu~iness Ma·na.qer in 1987 /88. 
- " . 
* CIRCULATION MANAGER: organize semester and yearly · 
subscriptions; coordinate delivery of papers. , _ 
Get yourself on the fast track to s:uccess with The New HampsJu.re~ 
Apply now in Room 108, MUB, M-F, 10-3. 




PRE-APPROVED --0°~G~~~~ _ 
CREDIT_· FROM -~ ~ % 
FORD -CREDIT ~~~~SE~:R00~~ 
_ -- PLUS $40010WARD - -
THE PURCHASE-OF· A. NEW FORD 
It's Easy To Qualify Thes·e Vehicles Are 
■ You must receive at least a . Included ln The Plan 
. bach-~lor's degree or a state RN . · F d E . t E t EXP. "' . or : Jscor , Jscor , 
license between Octobe_r I, _ Tempo, Mustang, lhunderbi~d 
. 1985 and September 30,- I 986. Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco II, 
by the qualifying vehjcle you buy, . 
. anp you are eligible for the $400 
. · Iii You must have verifiable Ranger, F-150 & F~250 
· directly from Ford even if you 
don'tfinance your purchase._ 
Make your best deal and you can 
use the $400 toward your down 
payment or get a check froin · -




'employment that begins within · The amount of your pre-
120 days of your qualifying · approved credit is determined 
vehicle purchas~ at a salary . 
sufficient to cover ordinary liv- . 
ing expenses and \•ovr vehicle 
payment. 
Hurry. If a vehicle is not in .. 
dealer stock it must be ordered ' · 
by June 1, 1986, and delivery of 
all vehicles must be taken by 
Allgust 31, 1986. See your par-
ticipating dealer for c9mplete . · . ■ Your credit record, if you 
have one, must indicate pa,. 
ment made as agreed. 
· program details. Peirce Ford Sales 
.303 North -Main St~ 
Rochester, -NH· 038-67 
(603) 332-2585 II FORD 
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Features 
''ll Private Eye" brings CleeS art to UNH 
By Jon £kstrom 
If your idea of looking at 
someone's "collection" evokes 
images of staring dispassion-
ately at butterflies crushed 
between dusty panes of glass 
in your uncle's moldy attic, then 
you need a much-deserved tour 
through the UNH Galleries this 
weekend. 
"A Private Eye:_ Selections 
from the Collection of Jan Clee,' · 
is a fascinating, :eclectic journey 
· through a variety of artistic 
styles. 
The show presents works 
from a number of European and 
American artists that can best 
be described as "varied." Heidi 
Daamen's ceramic figures, Ja-
. nusz Haka's vivid oils, George 
· Segal's plaster and wood sculp-
ture: there are exciting juxta~ 
positions everywhere: The pres-
entation is held together by its 
many dissimilarities. · · 
One of the most striking 
pieces was the oil on canvas 
"Carnivalis," by Ernie and Bidet. 
The work captures the viewer's 
. eye with its livid, festival colors 
and large size-at least ten by 
nine feet. 
At first, the painting seems 
to be a celebration of a rich and 
regal sort. Yet closer examina-
tion reveals violent, savage 
i ·'lt -· imagery: pig's heads on stakes 
pop up unexpectedly· between 
colorful banners, a tortured man 
hangs upside down and a Mayan 
priestess wields severed. human 
·limbs·. Dice, swords, druids and 
' other mystical ima·ges abound. -
The "Carnivalis" has become 
a grotesque parade of human 
suffering. 
" On a lighter level, '.'A Private 
Eye" also offers some exciting 
photographic perspectives from 
Katherine White. White's two 
photographs, "Fence, Sydney" 
and "Paper Trails" v,rere a1!1ong 
-the most evocative pieces tound 
at the exhibit. "Fence, Sydney" 
contrasts the har·sh, weathered· · 
surfaces of a corrugated metal 
fencfE with an ·overhead light 
blue sky. · 
"Paper Trails" on the other 
· hand, takes a relatively simple 
occurance and creates some-
-rfring strange and wonderful 
from it. Shredded trails of paper 
are all that remain of a poster 
after it has been stripped from 
an earthen-colored wall. But 
because of the photo's head-on 
perspective and lack of scale, 
it takes on the proportions of 
a high-·altitude, NASA detail 
of a New Mexico desert. The 
cracks, rifts and minute shadows 
on the wall are brought out by 
the photo's high resolution and 
contribute to the curious, yet 
downright pleasant sensation 
of disorientation. 
Perhaps the most challenging 
part of this exhibition lies in 
disuading oneself from · sliding 
onto the inviting surfaces of 
John Brook's hand-carved and 
polished wooden chairs. Both 
chairs retain the essence of the 
trees from whence th!=Y came, 
integrating nature's own de-
signs with man's adaptations 
of them. 
. Clee's fears that au:,q.ienc.es .. 
might leave this collection with 
feelings of indifference are hard 
to justify. There is just enough 
of the unusual and the exciting 
in "A Private Eye" to please 
eyeryone . And as Clee's 
thoughts on the privilege of 
displaying these works promise, 
we the audience are given a 
moment of enjoyment . . 
"A Private Eye/ Selections 
fro,m the Collection of Jan Cleen 
will be at the UN H _Galleries 
through April 29. 
"A Private Eye: Selections from the Collection of Jan Clee," will· be featured at the UNH 
Galleries through April 29. (Cindy Rich photos) 
,Spicer projects ·optimism for MUSO films 
By Cathy McCarron '[he switch from mostly avant a differen~e," saicl Spicer. . Next year's tentative sche-
Ron Spicer loves movies. garde films to a comprehensive Other films to be shown this dule, devised by Spicer and his 
From behind his cluttered .desk mix has prnven a smart move semes_ter include the Japanese successor, new film director 
in his _.MUB office, the reserved, for MUSO: The proof of this, picture "Seven Samurai." Those Elaine Stephenson, offers an 
Me'morial Union Student -Or- notes Spicer, ··is that 'Witness,' :with stamina can enjoy director even more student oriented 
ganization (MUSO) film direc- (a na-tionwide bpx office hit), Akira Kurosawa's brilliant film selection. .. 
tor co,;nes alive at the mention · has been 'our most successful in ·its original, uncut, 208 - ·. To welcome the freshmen id: 
_of Woody Allen or John Huston. film so .'f.a•r, drawing over 600 · minute entirety. the fall, MUSO will show "Back 
.· _ He speaks with enthusiasm people." ..- · · For the sentimentalists out to the .Future" and when th~ir .. 
about MUSO's coming of age. The ~a.verage attendance for there, "The Ste.rile Cuckoo,'.' folks come for Parents' Wee'-'.-
Spicer, who ;nurtured his affinity the MUSO film series is about directori;il debut for Alan Pal- kend, the s@mewhat more sedat'=:c'. 
for movies as a high school 150 people, a figure which has uka, ("Sophie's Choice," _"All _"Murphy's Romance" will pro- :;_ -
student combing -the cinemas remained fairly co"nstant, des- the President's Men," anrl vide a oit of quiet drama. --~ 
· of Boston and Cambridge, has pite the popularity of VCR's. "Klute"), starring Liza Minelli '.'Monty Python and The Holy\· 
sought to bring an eclectic , Spicer tries to conquer the video .and Wendell Burton, is not ·w Grail" and other comedies wilk 
selection of films to UNH. problem by choosing films not be missed. · be part of a week's worth of'. 
Spicer's philosophy is that, easily accessible in video stores, But the grand highlight of double features to relieve stress .. 
"if the students pay their $50 as well as featuring those movies this spring is the "Woody Allen during finals week. • 
ac;:tivities fee, (for the Student whose impact is more profound Double Feature" which will Many cult films ca-n also be 
Activities Fund Committee on the big screen. feature the films "Annie Hall" , 1· · found in next years · rne up (SAFC) funding MUSO), they Spicer refers specifically to and "Everything You Always . because, "movies such as 'Brazil,: 
should be able to see ·the type the µpcoming pictur.e, '.' The Wanted to Know About Sex." !Local Hero,' and 'The Smash , 
of movienhey want." Gods Must Be Cra_zy," a 1980 . The films for the semi- Palace,' siqiply can not be seen<: 
_ Thus recent films shown in pp:;>duction filmed in South ;i.nnual double feature were in this areatJ ,_ay __ s Spicer, __ . . }_i_i,.· . Sack Gnemas, art and foreign . J!{\:frica. Th_e ~ovie w_as shqt_ in .cha-sen by the students. In ,. _. 
•'" ':films from the Orson Welles, · ·Cinemascope, a techrnque whICh keeping with their adherence Also, Spker and Stephenson· 
-Ron SRi~;.ei:-, the ma-il b_ehi\np · · as well a~ the old double feature ., us~s. a wi~e_-an,gle le1_1~ _a1:d thus, ·. to_ giving the people what they are introducing a:thematic:,:.inotif.'..· 
__ ;NfUSO'~,- m~.liy filins~·;,(qndy <:: from the Harvard ?quare Theat- th~. 11"!1age frlls the ~nt1re screen: want, the MUSO staff admin- to the f ilrri . stir-'ies, a ··focus on > 
'Rich ~ hbt.l,Y -, _, ,· . .._ er can all be experienced for Of.le _ ~Cmemascope qiay not mean istered a survey and chose the musicals lro·m. the. '40's tn:the ,.. p dollar at the Strafford Room m too·much to the average stuqent, ·· most popular films for their 
i. , . '" "'.,,,,. . the MUB. bm to the movie -buff; ·it makes . schedule:· 
-.... 
\ 
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· lines with colorful roles and 
twists that really brighten up . 
a song. 
Husker Du 
· Candy Apple Grey 
Warner Brothers Records 
By Ric Dube 
When a previously independ-
ent !a}iel band (i.e. "small time") 
finally signs to a majot label (i:e. 
"big time") their first major 
label record is often a down 
version of the band's previous 
sound (i.e. "a mite disappoint-
ing"). · . 
Husker Du late of SST Re- · 
cords now on Warner Brothers, 
have always been a band one 
· could count on· for progression 
on each release, Candy Apple 
Grey is no exception to the rule; 
it is the Husker's most mature 
record to date, and proves that 
the ultracore bashers from the . 
twin cities are more than just 
that. · They're accomplished 
· songwriters with a knack for 
a ·catchy pop melody, ,but they . 
can still blast energy to match 
any of their colleagues in the 
punk world. , 
Probably the deciding factor 
behind Grey's perfection is in 
its flawless production, com-
pliments of band members· Bob 
Mould (guitars, keyboards, vo-
cals). Mould has stated that it's 
nice to finally do all the things 
they've wanted to do on a record, . 
but couldn't because of limita-
tions of the financial kind. This 
is• one of the flowers th"ey pick 
by signing to a big label. 
A ~rash explosion gets the 
fun underway, soaring into the 
rouser, "Crystal." This has pure 
anthemic quality, similar to 
· other Husker Du album openers 
like "New Day Rising" and 
"Flip Your Wig." The rough 
melodies of "Don't Know For 
· Sure" and "Sorry Somehow" 
stick in your head mysteriously; 
the mark of a great pop song, 
and "Eiffel Tower High" ranks 
as exciting as anything from 
their 1983 two-disc magn~m 
opus, Zen Arcade. . 
· Everything about this album 
is. a joy, but the really perfect 
moments kind of nestle them-
selves in the LP's more.sensitive 
songs. "Too Far Down" is 
Mould's excursion into deep 
depression, complete with wist-
fully sincere vocals and a rich 
guitar fill. "No Promise Have 
I Made" is one of Husker Du's 
best songs ever, and certainly 
the finest Grant Hart has ever 
written. The quiet piano drifts 
with his soulful vocals, crooning 
a bittersweet plea. This is 
wonderful. 
As was proven on the new 
.. single "Don't ·Want To KnQw 
If You're Lonely," Gr~g Norton 
is a yirtuoso bassist,; and attacks 
· each number with a taste of style 
and a gulp of agg~ession. For 
a real!treat, s~e the-Huskers live; 
_Nqrto:~·; improyise~ -~he ·~~ss 
Many of Husker Du's more 
dose-minded fans will scream 
accusations of "Wimp Out!" or 
"Sell Out!'' because of the lush 
qualities of Candy Apple Grey, 
but they don't deserve it. Mould, 
the undeclared head of the band, 
(although everything in the 
group is run totally democrat-
ically) is an il_ltense human 
being, very glib, completely 
point blank,_ and extremely 
business -like. Hart is· just an all-
around super nice gu.y. The 
music is the important thing 
to them, and progression and 
maturity come first. A band can't 
wallow in the same sound fore-
ver and Husker Du refuse to. 
_Recommended to anyone. 
The Art of Noise 
In Invisible Silence --
Chrys·alis Records 
By Arthur. Lizie 
There are many things in life 
we don't want to do, but should 
do for our own good. There are 
also things we really want to 
do but, should nQt. Listening 
to In Invisible Silence by The 
Art of Noise falls into the latter 
category. 
In the past, The Art of Noise 
have managed to blurt out some 
interesting sounds . Banging, 
strumming, kicking, and pro.,_ 
gramming themselves to rel-
ative success, the members 
created some captiyating songs 
with "Beat Box" and "Close (to 
The Edit)," but still, no one 
would willingly listen to an 
entire album by this group. 
Some listeners (yes, I'm Blush-
ing again) were actually await-
ing the release of this album. 
. The .creative spark which 
drove the band seems to have 
deserted them for points un-
known, as members Dudley, 
Jeczalik, and ,Langan jumped _ 
ship from the circus-like atmos-
ph<;re of Th~ Zang Tuum Tang 
label to the safety of Chrysalis. 
Both PauLMorley, the mar- ·. 
keting genius behind The Art . 
-of Noise and Frankie Goes to 
·· Hollywood, af!.d Trevor Horn, 
prod,ucer extraordinaire. (Yes, 
FGTH), have left the band: 
These two members are missed, .. 
to say the least. 
The band themselves must 
know that the album is excru-
ciatingly boring, as they have 
included pictures of people with 
their hands over · their ears on 
the inner sleeve. Luckily, there 
is no chance of this record 
: garnering"-airplay.-
This upbeat version of Philip 
Glass does place a few ca-tclu 
licks on the vinyl, but there are. 
many too few and very far in 
between .. "Legs," the "hit" 
, single, has the good ol' drumbeat 
of their earlier work and con-
seque·nt1y is fun to. listen to,' but 
not for as · long as they choose 
to offer it. 
"Backbeat" is . halfway inter~ 
es ting if only for the appearance · 
of candy-sweet, OMD-like key-
boards and the Phil Collin-.ish 
outro. They sure do kriow how 
to program a mean drum ma-
chine. · 
"Instrumen.ts of Darkness" 
shows faints signs of hope with · 
its anti-war message, but as any 
bright Botany student knq~s , . 
pretty things don't exhibit much 
growth in the dark, especially 
the darkness oL these grooves. 
- If only because of the impor-
tance of the song and the fact 
that the legendary Duane Eddy 
plunks his guitar upon it, "Peter 
Gunn:., gets a kind word spoken . 
for it.Unfortunately, great song, 
bad version, as · these people 
have never heard of soul. 
Lowlights _include "Paranoi-
mia" which sounds like ESPN 
background music for highlight 
clips of the Round Mound Of 
Rebound; Charles Ba_rkley, pul-
ling down backboards. 
"Opus 4" is a random collec-
tion of words said in French and 
is reminiscent~ of UK Sub 
Shoppe's a capella thriller, 
"Soup Du ]our." 
It makes no sense to go on 
describing the rest of the songs, 
as everything else falls into one 
of two catagories: it is either 
long and boring or short and 
boring. ,,, . 
Fot ;some inexplicable reason 
, the band slips in a special thanks 
to De'ram Le Sage for lead 
vocals, but that would s~em 
rather incriminating to him on 
a resume. 
The group is nice enough to 
warn us that "this is the first 
work in 'The Art of Nois'e 
Adventure Series." ]\1st as one 
awaits the searing drill of the_ 
. dentist, so must one await the 
. band's next release, The Farce 
of Noice shall no longer resound 
from these speakers. 
The Art of Noise used to be 
· exciting when they dressed up 
in tuxedos and chainsawed a 
piano while _a girl yelled, but 
apparently they've,Iost all in-
spiration. The world can now , 
. go back to listening to music. · 
The question remains though · 
" Is any of this still relevant in 
the wake ofWrestlemania II?" 
The Pet Shop Boys 
Please · 
EMI America Stereo 
By Gregg Goostray 
The Pet Shop Boys are a pair 
of Bri.tish counterparts who, not 
unlike Wham! and Tears for 
Fears, have imposed their mus-
icality on us in no uncertain · 
terms; albeit fashionably in-
clined to the lives of the-chic 
and not-s0-famous. . 
With this in mind, why is it 
that these fine young men don't 
spell shop like shoppe? If .. chi -
valry is drad why does regality 
and · the traditional sense of 
English Common Manners have 
to go down the tube with it? 
Right is right and that's all there . 
is to it. Just ask Bryan Ferry. 
Please is an album that does 
what its title promises_. All 
biased, innermost thoughts 
aside, and all aud·iophile peer 
pressure bearing down upon the 
airspace surroundicig my ears, 
the song "West E.tid Girls" is 
_oRay . It lends itself quite for -
midably to the dance floors of 
several questionably other-side 
clubs of Hamilton (Bermuda, 
that is) .just as.well as it can revel 
in the ambiance of DV8 (Spit 
that is ). 
Is it made for the Speakeasy 
though? Well, all that one can 
say. is that it tends to be -a 
convincing, if not perfect, ac-
co m pan i men t . to driving 
through Rye on a cloudy day. 
Contrary to the popular belief 
of Perrier drinkers who prefer 
lemon twists over that of lime, 
" Opportunities" is neither 
straight up or on the rocks. The 
beginning . sounds like efferves-
ce nee and even with some 
schweppian harmonic shifts-
ones that we are all · too familiar 
with- the music never gets up 
the straw. · · , 
· except for occasional assista~ce 
in mixing by :seem Litt. Mitch 
makes a better producer than 
soloist", as this album is fair at 
best. 
The musician who comes 
closest in sound to Easter is 
Juli.an Lennon. In fact it's eerie 
how his voice echoes tli.at of 
Lennon. Unfort unately the 
tunes off this album are not as 
sophisticated as anything Julian 
Lennorihasdone,andifLennori 
is the criteria for sophistication, 
where does that place Easter? 
°The first tune off this album, 
" In Little Ways" pretty much 
speaks for all the rest. The song 
is strong on the drums, (too • 
strong), danceable, w,ith electric 
guitar,and piano featured. The 
lyrics come up short however. 
"In Little Ways" features Easter 
singing of " .. . waiting for you, , 
I stand outside. the room. I jump 
in and hope for everyday, we 
cannot let it go other ways, hey!" 
One redeeming song ts 
"Badger," too bad that you have 
to listen to an entire set ohunes -
before we get to it. Unlike the 
majority of songs, Easter cools 
the drums, slows down the beat, 
"Suburbia" is interesting. You 
can almost hear the BMW's 
engi~es turn over as the owner, 
replete with orange marmalade 
on his Armani tie, whisks off 
to his desk at Metropolitan ' 
Mutual. 
· and creates a m9ving piece of 
music. Angie · Carlson plays 
some original ac~ustic guitar 
licks and Ea.seer does somL 
clever ove,rdubbing for hat -
mony . Too bad it 's about the 
only cut,Easter does some j-ustice 
to . . 
Overall, the quality of this 
album convinces one that Let's 
Active sounds more like it ,• 
belongs in your local high schoo( 
gym than spinning around on 
yo~r turntable. · 
Whoever sings sounds just 
like DavidJones of the Monkee's 
(now of MTV fame ) with per-
haps a bit of Iggy Pop or Ian 
Hu.met thrown in for diversi -
fication. U ncaptivating. 
On the flip-side, 'Tonight is 
Forever" gets the . vote 'for 
numero uno, a close tie with the 
last cut "Why Don't We Live 
Together" which sounds a lot 
• like Ebn Ozn, perhaps too much. 
It's really interesting how you 
can sing Madonna's "Get Joto 
The Gfoove" right along with 
it. Buy this album to do just this. 
It is great fun that has ·no 
comparison·, especially _in this 
state. 
P.S. Nice inner sleeve. Good 
for dorm door or refrigerator · 
art- especially Avanti. 
Let's Active 
Big Plans for Everybody 
I.R.S. Records 
. By Gail Hendrickson 
Let's Active's album BigPlans 
for Everybody stars the producer 
of REM, M_itch Easter. Every 
song has been_ written, pro -
duced, mixed and sung by him, 
Such songs as "Still 'Dark · ' · 
Out," "Last Chance Town," and 
"Whispered News" are ~o much 
li-ke one another _that once 
you've heard one, you've heard 
them all. "Fell'' delivers us such -
meaningful lyrics as, "I am, I 
am the one for you. You fell 
from .a doud and I loved you." 
Deep. 
There seems to be very little 
risk taking on this album-
mediocritv is not all that chal- . 
lenging. P~rhaps Easter's album 
should have been a cooperative 
effon instead of a one man 
show. 
--MUSO--
'80's. "Gigi," "West Side Story," 
and 'Fiddler on the Roof" are 
among the classics. 
However, the tribute to the 
'80 's ·is next semester's high-
light. Pricer has obtained a 
filmed, live version of the 
Broadway hit; "Ain't Misbehav-
in'" ,. starring Nell Carter: 
According to the stud·ents' 
response from the 1986 survey, 
old movies don't become obso-
lete; they just get better with 
~age. MUSO and the student body-
evidently has good taste, as this 
year's -most popular films were · 
those of master director, Alfred ; 
· Hitchcock. / 
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· Food and 
Weight Control 
To do f:>etter on your next' exam, pick apart your previous exams to' find 
.out why y~u got· answers wrong . Did you misread or misund.erstand 
the question? Did _Y~ll rna!5-e a· careless mistake? Or did you j~st not 
know the material? · Go back to your -texts and notes to dete.rmine where ·· . 
the "answers" can be found. . . The disp.atche:r receives the 
calls either by phone or by fire 
detectors, which automatically 
notify him. Every building in 
Durham has alarms attached to 
this system, according to dis-
patcher Aaron Fowler. 
Lemoirie said, "That could 
mean a one year prison term and . 
a fine of$ 1000." 
- He concluded by saying, "Stu-
dents find false alarms to be 
either a harassment or training, 
like testing the alarms. We do 
not train after 10 pm and one 
· problems ·• 
Stephen J. Little. M. Ed 
603-430-,8881 
Specialized treatment of 
Eating Disorders 
Fowler immediately announ-
ces where the fire is and sounds 
an alarm. His other tasks include 
automaticaly turning off the 
stove, and turning the bedr<?om 
lights on to awaken the men. 
can see the truck outside before -------------. an alarm and know that it is a 
"The first seconds at the sc~ne · 
make or break a,n incident," Cote 
said. The Lieutenant atthe scene 
immediately analyzes the situa-
tion and calls which type of 
alarm_ they have, Fowler said. 
If . it is the most minor of fires, 
refnforcements are bro'ught in 
from Dover and Newmarket to 
- · be at the Durham station. The 
dispatcher also knows where 
all handicapped people live, 
which he immediately tells the 
firemen. "Life rescues comes 
first," said Fowler. 
Firefighter Kevin Lemoine 
said, "Most false alarms are 
malicious or from ·stupidity." 
. He cited maintenance workers 
using torches indoors, _ before -
turning the alar:ms off as stupid. 
Core said there were 79 mali-
cious alarms in 1985. . 
Richardson said "If anyon~ 
-is fou!}d responsib~_e for mali-
cious al_arms, and if there is any 
_injury, .even if a fireman falls 
off a truck, the offense moves 
frqm a misdemeanor to a fel-
drill." .. 
Freshman Chris Bradbury of 
Stoke Hall s_aid "They ( the false 
alarms) cost money and are a 
nuisance. I had to leave my room 
for an alarm when I had a paper 
due in one hour," he said. He· 
blamed many of the alarms on 
. malfunctioning equipm~nt. 
_ Richardson agreed. He said 
"the systems get worned out." 
Bradbury said "For no reason 
they(the fire department) might 
be paying us(the students) back 
for all we give them." Cote said, 
"We get beer ·and trash thrown 
on us:" 
Meanwhile, Freshman Sarah 
Jukes of Fairchild Hall has been 
in only two fire alarms. Fairchild 
Resident Advisor Beth Panagof 
says this is because "The res-
idents have respect.for property. 
We have a low dorrp _damage. 
bill." . 
There is a great contrast in 
the number of false alarms in 
each building, according to Cote. 
Cote said the female dorms and 
the mini-dorms have the fewest 
alarms. 
Come to 





Full Academic Years In 
• Oxford University 
• LS.E. 
• ·St. Andrews, Scotland 
U.S. credits will be transferred 
through Hampden-Sydney 
College, founded in Virginia by 
James Madison in 1776. 
'Graduate work is an option. 
The Director of Studies for the 
Center for Quali.ty Education 
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt. _ 
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt. .. 
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British ! 
Academy, Professor Emeritus 
-of Government and Fellow of 
All Souls, Oxford. 
INQUIRIES TO: 
JANET KOLLEK, J.D., 
Admissions Director CQEA/ 
WISC, Rm 53,.158.W. 81 St., 
NY, NY, 10024. 
(212-724·0804/724-0136). 
CEO/AA) 
Screen Printing & Embroiderv . . 
T-shirts, caps, jackets, button~ 
signs, mugs, pencils, etc. 
Competitive Wholesale Prices 
isHIRTs+ 
"World Leader in Custom Siii,-ts" 
FOX RUN MALL 
431-4355 
Career . Night 
- . ·for . 
Ec·o.nomic Stude.nts 
Start a:career net-work now! 
Tuesday, April 15th at 
7:00·p.m. 
1n McConnell Room 314 · 
.Refreshments provided. 
Specia I Services 
Grad · School_ Advising 
Work$hOp 
Interested in justice, law, and 
maintaining ~ safe university 
PLANNING FOR GRADUATE environnient? . 
SCHOOL 
*Researching a program to match your 
interests 
*When to apply 
*The Application process . 
. _*Finan~ial Aid.Opportunities 
*Letters of Recommendation . 
~Course requirements 
· Tuesday April 15 3·:30_-4:30 
Carroll Room MUB 
In addition, if you ,ar~ one of the 800 plus UNH students 
. who are first generat_ion college s~udents AND low-income 
OR have a physical handicap or learning disability, you may 
be eligible for these additional services and · information: 
-Audio tapes, manuals, and software for preparing for grad_ school · 
admissions tests . 
-individualiz€d counseling and advising from a Graduate School 
Mentor 
-referral to other on-campus resources 
For further information, drop by Richards House, 1st Floor or ca.ll 
. . 862-3698 
• 
Join the UNH Judicial i 
System! 
4pplications are available how for: 
University Judicial Board 
University _4Ppeals Board 
Residential Judicial .Board .•. 
· Student Adviser Program i 
Pick -up a_pplications in the Student ! 
Affairs Allied Programs Office (on : 
the ·Fairchild side-of Huddleston Hall)_ 
Appl_ica_tions .are due-on April 18 
Questions? Cont~ct Kathleen McMahon 
o·r Kevin Oakes, Judicial Coordinators, · 
at 862-3494 
••• ~ ••••••••••••• ~~ ••••••••••••••••••••• ,~ ••• i •••••••• • •• 
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: Word Association : 
i (603) 659-2423 · ; 
• • • ■ • • • • • • • • • • • • : Word Processing • 'fypirig • Transcription ; 
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.C )C 
S-CHOLAR$HIPS AVAILAB.LE 
$135 MILLION + in fi.nanqial aid· 
_· went unuse-d last y,ear. Freshmen, 
Sophomores, ongoing graduate 
. students; for help cashing in on 
your s-hare of those funds, call 
Academic Data Services toll free 1-
800-544-1574, ext. 639, or write P.O. 
Box 16483, Chattanooga, TN 37416. 
.:c .C )( .C . )( 
-EILENBERG-
(cominuedJrom page 3) 
is ·equivalent t~ a Pulitzer P_rize 
in mathematics. 
The prize awarded by . the 
Wolf foundation is $-100,000. 
Eilenberg has concentrated 
his most recent work on algeb-
rai~ topology and homological 
algebra. 
Over his career Eilenberg has 
written five books and over 100 
papers, Van Osdol said. · 
MAMA LEONE'S 1 
He said Eilenberg's history 
is an interesting ·one. According 
to Van Osdol; Eilenberg, a 
Polish jew, immigrated to the 
United States before World War 
Two. Hampton Beach_ 
Kitch.en Help Needed 
Top Hourly Wage, Bonus and Some Living Expense 
· (A fun place to work this sum~er) · 
Van Osdol described Eilen- · 
berg as a "very clear lenurer" 
but did mention that all these 
lectures -may not be for eve-
. ryone. 
According to Van Osdol, 
Tuesday's lecture will be de-/ 
interviews on Saturday and Sunday 
April 12, 13 and April 19, 20 
from 11-2 
.signed for undergraduates and 
Wednesday and Thursday's lee- ,, 
tures will be for graduate stu-
dents and people conducti'ng 
research in mathmatics; 
located on· the corn.er of H street and Ocean· Blvd. 
Tuesday's lecture will be held 
in McConnell 208 and will 
concentrate on sequential ma-
chines. Wednesday's lecture will 
be held in Horton 304 and will 
concentrate on cellular spaces, 
and Thursday's lecture will be 
}.iel-d in Kingsbury M316 and 
will concentrate on cellular 
· · . (.in the Hillcrest Hotel) 
·just before the Children's Playground 
113 Ocean Blvd. 
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.Pian;sts / Classical Musicians 
·and much more! 
Saturday, April 12 
? -12:00 p.m 
UNH ·MUB Pub 
50<r Admission · 
·LJNH ID Required, Must be 18 years old 
For more information call 86:2-1001 
All three lectures will begin · 
at 4:00 pm. ~ 
Su.mmer . 
HORSEMANSHIP. 
ANS~ 402 a red It: and 
nan-credit: 
Session One 
may26• iulY .3 
Session Two 
july 7- aug IS 
Beg 9:xo • I0:3o mon • lri 
Int ll:Io • XZ:30 ·, '~ " " 
Adv 7:4o_•9:oo.m · " " 
Evening 'Cle ■■••• 
!5110 - & 130 pm · " 
s14p· - a 100pm .. 
Preregistration: . april l'7 · 
cr•dlt: 8:00 a.m. 
· and 1• b 
nan•·ar•d!t: ight 0r5~ 
classroom 
$75 · fee due at Ptere9: 
To prereg. after april 17 
or 
for more Information, call Amy Dickens at 862 ~ un 
. . THF NFW HAMPSHI-RE FR.IDAY, APRIL 11, 19'86 -
The NnT Hampshire 
is looking for , 
· • Photo Editor -
• Asst. Business Man-
, ag-er 
I 
· • Advertising ~ssQ~iat~ _, 
I ,,• 
' . . ' . 
,,._ ··; • Staff Reporters 
PAGE TWENTY-ONE 
gain·vall.lable 'e:~perienCe ·. ·· 
' •' l • i :•• ' • _,. '+.~ 
·· mak~-new -friend·S:,:,·:·\.· '.:': .,· ,, 
, J.': -r, ~t·r , > , .. -~ .• I . ,_. • r ~ . 
• ,._· t 1.·.·, .. _,.' ·,.-., 
./ • .. , \ 
' .·:~;; ~ 
Stop b~,r,Room 151-ilt:;the, ~UB_ .. · ·· _·_ 
· -- , . · for an applicatip9 _. _ .-. · ·_ • • . ·. · ._- . 
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l&T'$ Sl3E He.RE.,. 
H/9 /A/&IGHT 15145., 
THAT'5 AIJOIJT l<IGHT. 
E3U)(}I) PRESSURE . 
IS 20 OVER 30 .. 
V, 6001).. 
CAf!JJIN# 
, ' ." 
by Jilll Dav.is · 
. IT'S NORMAL FOR. 
20 OVER A ZOM8/E. THEY'RE 
30 IS PRETTY M!3/.U)IIJ. 
GOOP? AHA! H/5 OENTAL 
X-RAY.' YUP, IT'S . 
_a_ . 'lJKe,./ All RIGHT! 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
HIS MOLARS. · 
HO/Al C4N THA'f5 OIJJ MICRO-
YOU Tell? . fllM FROM HIS 
. 5MU66l/NG PAYS. 
' . 1· . 
=✓-'" 
·· by Berke Breathed 
. .~ .. . . ' ; , . 
. Members raise funqs :through 
fruit basket and t-shirt sales. 
The event will host speaker-s 
on su'ch topics {1s international 
business, ma-tketing, . and pro-
duct_knowJedge.'• · __ 
"It's a huge: ~yent," Gle·on 
said; "AU the' countries of 'the 
world will paticip~!f'.·:· · 
~WATER~ 
(continued from :p~ge 5) 
. · . ',, •.• 
water is going to stay the same 
.forever." . · 
UNH water is .high ,in iron 
and maganese, he s~id. This -has 
to do partially with the brow-
nish color of the water a_nd the 
smell of chlorine dorm students 
· often experience. , 
The large volumes qf water 
· in , unde.rground pipes mixes 
with iron and rnaganese. Under 
certain conditions, and plenty 
of time to change_, a visible-solid 
lays in the,pipes undernormal 
flow conditions, Clavin said. 
As chlorine IS adciecl _to the 
, syste~, it ~ombio:e's with the 
•iron and maganese·. Th€ chlo-
rine kills any bacteria.- , . , . 
Hqwever, since the under-
ground pipes can carry ,hydrant 
flows at high velocities, it stirs 
up and- c.arries the visib\~ ·solids 
· . to the dorms. · -:, ,. 
Clavin .said the chlorine 
smells o_f.lly _after ithas mixed 
with irori,,. mag,anes·~, ,and ~ny 
.bacteria. It does n0t. smeH when · 
':used irl 1-eiµtar sm~H~h~at~ent. 
· , For preventio'r1, Clavin said 
·· the lab flushes the-system: twice 
? year, wit.h a flushing coming 
µpin April. ' ·. 
The 'lab is also testing a new 
treatment that may prevent th€ 
• brownish water and. chlorine 
smell alrog'ether, he said. 
-HAVOC~ 
(continued from .page 3) 
effects not yet known, Pavlicek 
said. - . o:: 
If the Hillsboro sight i~s 
confirmed, Pavlicek said othei· 
propose4 sights will also b~ 
· approved; following what h~ 
calls a ,"domino effect." \ 
· Becallse of this, Pavlicek saiq; 
the people must form "one gooij 
· solid _unit" to $top the passing 
·ohhe DOE's proposal. <· 
. "What are · we doing to mari;., 
kin·d? When are we goirig tq 
. stop?;~ Pavlicek said. 1~ 
' . ~. . ~. ... 
------ HELD 
_ (contipued from page 3) 
Before coming to UNH, HelcF ' 
taught for 11 years at Fairleiglf 
Dickenson University in Ru-
·therford, NJ. "· 
Rouman and Jeanne Kurtz ;-' 
assistant professors of classics;~ 
are planning a memorial service 
to take place sometime in May. 
No date has yet been set .... 
Memorial dona.tions may be 
sent to Prof. John Rouman, ' 
Dept. of Spanish and Classics, ' 
UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824, or 
to the Strafford Rescue Squad, i 
PO Box 65, Center Strafford " 
N.H. 03815. - ' . 
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-__ W-HITTE.MORE SCHOOL ·SUMMER COURSES . 
, WSBE will be offering.the following courses 
during summer session '86 
These two courses are · r- ADMN. 517, Survey of Acco_urit~ng · : 
,required for ADMN. minor L ADMN. 550, Intro. to Orgamzabonal Behavior 
, ADMN. 424, Business Statistics · 
The~e two courses are ,r -ADMN. 401, Principles of Economics ~ACRO 
required for ECON. minor(___ ADMN. 402, Principles of Economics MICRO . 
In addition WSBE will be off~ring all major courses except 
ADMN~ 701, Business and Its Environment. · 
A summer session catalog is a ·vailable in the Advising 
Center, McConnel Hall. · 
.Registration for surnm.er courses begins on April 14th . 
· · ih the DCE Office; v ·errette House. · 
·Registration.is on a "First come, first serv·e basis.I' 
Note: ECON. 645, lnernational Economics will not be offered · 
this summer. However, ECON. 641, Public Financ~ with B. Valdez . 
will be offered on the sar:ne ti'me and days. 8-1 0am. MTWR, 
May 26-July 3 ( 6 weeks) · 
Time change-ADMN. 650-Peter Meleudy 
M-R 6:30-8:30pm 
May 26~July 3 
i 
. L 
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ThC Nic'1C:'-
C off ~e hou s~ 
n ·Entertainment ·Alternative 
·Presents-----
Friday April 11 
'Linda Worster 
guitarist and lyricist 




. 8:00~ 12 midnight -
Devine Room 7L . 
Free . ·Admission 
Refreshments sold 
Funded by PFO 
COMING NEXT WEEKEND 
UNH .ID & proof of age required 
· ·. ·J or 
. 1~ect 
ct,IJ - . 
~\°'~ CHECKOU 
Work at the Hear~ of ·UNH! 
Apply for MVB job openings in }86-)87 on th.e 
top floor of the MUB! . 
\ 
April 11} 9am-3pm 
Cat}s Closet Pistachio}s MUB PUB 
In/Ormation Desk Games Room MUB Cafeteria 
MUB.Catering MUB Setup Crew 
Wark study pref e'rred but all are welcome! 
· Come to the M VB today! 
JOIN THE-MUB TEAM! 
Apartments for Rent · [ IJ I 
L ___ _J 
Summer housing in Durham- 6-pe.ron 
male/female house , 1 O min. wlak from _ 
campus partially furnished, washer/ dr-yer, 
sundeck. $175/mo./person double roorn. 
$200 month single, utilites included. 868 -
1919 or 862-1165 for further :nformation. 
4 bedrooms, living roorn, kitchen and bath. 
Centrally located in 8over. $640 per month 
includes heat, least required, no pets. Call 
742-7908 between 7 and 9 p.m . . 
Dover-four bedroom apartment. Newly 
renevated, large living room, dining room 
and kitchen. $700/ month. Call 868-5995 
or 207 -439-4285 
Beautiful· summer sublet in the heart of 
Dover. 3 bedrooms, kitchen, living room, 
dining room, full bath. Hard wood floors. 
newly rennovated Victorian duplex, off-
street parking on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie 
or Christine at 7 49-2587. Very inexpensive! 
Dover-four bedroo"m apartment. Newly 
renovated, large living room, Dining room -
and kitchen. $700/month. Call 868-5995 
or 207 -439-4285 
SUBLETTERS: /;.,re you planning to spend 
a fun filled summer in Durham? Well it can 
be even more fun if you spend it with us. -
We have · an adorable summer home 
av~ilable, complete with spacious rooms. 
2 car garage, and yes-even a front porch-
Al I for a VERY reasonable price. Please 
contact Dianna at 4227 or Jen at 4226 for 
more information. 
Summer Sublet: Anxiousiy looking for 
4persons to sublet house _in Durham (Davis · 
Court) Rent $155/mo. plus utilities (Ne-
gotiablell) Prefer nonsmokers._3 bedrooms, _ 
furnished, sublet June-September Please 
call-868-5350. Ask for Cheryl or Suzy.We'd 
love t() hear from you'. 
lnt6wn Dover, 4 bedroom , unfurnished , 
of/street parking, 5 blocks from KariVan 
Route, Damage Deposit required, school 





Apt. for summer sublet- on campus, four 
person (2 bedroom) , living room arid 
kitchen. $120/per person/month includes 
utilities. Call 868-3358 
F:-emale student looking for a roommate 
and ari" .apartment for next year. Call after. 
10 00 p.m Lauri 862-4228 
Durham-Fur_nishea single rooms with bath 
available for female students only. Available\ 
for 1986-87 aca-dem['IC Jear Private en -
trance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $900 
per semester, inclu9ing uiilities. Call 868-
2217 after 4 pm . __ . 
-H-elp w_anted_____..J[IIJ 
COLl:..~GE PRO PAINTE-RS: We hire early 
for good summer painters. $5- 7 / hour. 
Apprentices~ip program-we'll train yo~ . -
College Pro Painters-the organized stu-
dents, 1-800-346-4649. · 
We are- looking for a Fraternity, Sorority 
or large student organization that would 
l_ike $2,000 dollars plus this spring for a 
cine week long on c2mpus. Marketing 
project. No sales involved, groups must 
be organized and hard working. Interested? 
To apply call Sharon at 1-800-592-2121. 
Wanted: Experienced LifeGuard- Swim-
ming Instructor for private club in Fran-
conia, N.H. Must be certified - Mid June 
to Labor DaY, season. Ho-using available. 
Contact Chuck 664-2783 or SGB, PO Box 
24, Littleton, N.H. 03561 
Summer Work Study applicants needed 
by library $3.55 to start. See Mrs. Martling, 
Loan Desk, or call 1534 
- OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer, yr. round. 
Europe, S.Amer.,Australia, Asia. All fields. 
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write 
IJC, PO Box 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA 
92625 
Wanted: Dining RoGm Supervi-
sors/ Cooks/ Kitchen staff 21 + Experienced 
and enthusiastic-top brother / sister camp 
in Poconos of PA. 6/24 to 8/20. Top salary 
plus. Call collect (215)887-9700 or write 
Barbara Black, 407 Benson East Jenkin-
town, PA. 19046 
Breakfast cook .wanted-Ogunquit area 
Resort. May to mid-October. Good wages, 
call 1 -207 -646-2438 
1 ;-•, t I J - ,, f-1 f\ J' ., I \ f :~ 1 
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CLASSIFIED 
HELP WANTED 
Do you. enjoy working with older people?? 
Do you need part-time work? We have 
openings aviable ·in Southeren Maine to 
assist older people in their homes with 
homemaking and companionship. If you 
are interested, and woul like to call for an 
interview, please call "Homemaker Ser-
vices" between 8 30 am and 4:30 pm 
Monday-Friday at (207) 646-4592 ·• 
Kawasawki KH400, Green, 1977, 3 cyl. 2 
stroke oil injectTon. In very good condition. 
$450. Call 0-ave at 659 -2889. After 6 pm. 
1981 Honda Silverwing Interstate 500 cc 
full dress tourer AM/FM cassette stereo 
$1600 or B.O. Also Motorcycle helmet New 
Arthur Fulmer full face size small asking 
$60 Call 742-4945 or 862-3446. 
Guild Acoustic 12-s,tring-$3·.75 call Bill 
at 742-4945 or 862-3446 
Free cassette tapel Hear the speechof 
Reverend_ A. Moltis1on Proiestantism, the 
Hight wing and Roman-communist world 
politics. A must for men and women who 
are interested in politics. SEnd stamped 
and self-addressed envelope to: RevereAd 
Moltis , PO Box 3.646 Manchester NH 
031d5 
Guitar and Ar:np Gibson Les Paul Firebrand, 
.excellent condition. 400 or best offer. 
,Amped 100 W head with 2 x 12" speaker 
enclosure$300 Call Ev.en(ngs 868-1901 
ask for Dave 
· For s-ale: ·1972 SAAB Sonet Ill Two-seater 
sports car. Fiberglass body. Good 
condition- must be seen. 4 cyl. 4 speed . 
Ne exhause, altenator. tires. $2,500 firm. 
942-7614 evenings,. 
For sale moving, must_ sell the followi_ng 
Coppertone upright freezer- frost free, 15 
cu. ft. $220. Victorian sofa- crushed light 
- green velvet - - beautiful condition. $400 
942-76 14 evenings 
Electri~ typewriter with cor'r'e ction and 
portable carrying case. It's just a year old 
and practically never been usedl Sears -
The Electric 2. Please contact Melissa at 
- 862 -4267. Leave a message and I'll get 
back to you if I'm not therel 
BICYCLE FOR SALE: ~chwinn Voyageur 
11.6, 23" frame, mirror, bottle cage, pump, 
Blackburn rack, Wheelsmith wheel's, $100. 
Call Wayne 664-9536, 5-7:30 p.m 
For sale mini-vacatin at Biltmore Plaza 
Hotel , Providence, R.I , overnight accom-
odations for two for two nights- free parking-
breakfast each morning for two. Must be 
used by 5/6/86. -Value $120, will sell for 
$50. Contact Scott at 868-7·139 
, 1982 Kawasaki GPZ 550, Bright Red, Good 
condition, Runs Great',, Very fast, good 
. cheap transportation Asking $900 or best 
offer (booked at $1,470) Call 749-3676 
week~ays or 888-6343 on weekends. Ask 
for John , Call soon and take advantage ·, 
of the good weather. 
1979 Fairmont, 6 cylinder automatic, many 
new parts, Michelin rakials, excellent 
transportation, one owner . $1,150. Call 
· 335-1365 -
1hinking about playing the flute? Silver 
plated Gemeinhardt flutein great condition , 
will need new pads and professional 
clean'ing Take a look- call Abby at 742-
. 0117 $125 or best offer. 
1981 Renault Stationwagon. One owner , 
AM/ FM stereo: new ti-res and exhaust, 
armorall, 69,000 mi. asking $2,850. ,Gary, 
868-5274" 
- 4 door rabbit in blue. 1979, AT, AC, good 
body, good mechanically, well maintained, 
regular gas . .80,000 miles. $1,495. Call 659-
5785 
74 Buick Century, runs good, 4DS, Elec-
tronic ignition, automatic but transmission 
fluid leaks. $350.00. Call 868-2504 after 
5 pm. 
Drums for Sale-7 piece set, Gretsch. $350 
with Zildjian cymbals (price negotiable · 
withouj) 7 49-514 7. 
1979 Mustang GHia Turbo, 4cyl. 4 speed. 
68,000 miles, Pioneer AM/FM cass, Alloy 
wheels, $3000 or best offer. 868-9803, ask 
for Bob · 
BICYCLE-FUJI Royale 1,2 speed 23" frame 
USED 1 season. Excellent coAdition $250. 
,Call anytime 742-6676, ask for Phil or leave 
a message on the·machine 
FOR SALE 
1981 Dodge Omni-Automatic. Tape deck, 
. 56 ,000m . $2400 or best offer. Fine con-
dition. Call 868-2350 
ACT NOWI DISKETTES -Bulk 5-1 /4" 
OS/DD 49 cents each. Lots of 50. These 
are not 2nds. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
No questions asked. _Call MEI, t ~800-634-
34 78, 9-9 EST M-F; i 0-6 Sat. Offer' expires 
5/ 15 / 86 
1974 Buick Gentury, r"uns good, 4 ds, 
electronic ignition, ,automatic but trans-
mission fluid leaks. $350.00 Call 868-2504 
After 5 pm 
1977 Maverick ,- 4-door automatic. Good 
condition, $1200 with AM/FM Casse,Ue 
stereo, $1000 without stereo, willing to 
negociate somewhat. Call 742-2217 from 
8:30-930 pm 
1981 Buick Skyla~~. front wheel drive, 4 
speed, 2 door, no rust, excellent condition. 
Asking $3000. Call 436-6397 after 6 pm 
1978 FIAT 128 Good condition no rust. 
$500.00 or B.O. Call after 6-332-9243 
80 Toyota Corolla Sport Coupe, 2-door 
hatchback, 5-speed standard, AM-FM tow 
speaker SONY cassette. Engine and body 
- well maintained. Must sell by semester's 
end $3000 or best offer. Call 868-9899, 
ask for Kim or Steph 
3 hour television commercial workshop-
Saturday May 3, 9:30 or 1 :30 taught by Bob 
Collier, NY's leading video coach. Paul 
Creative Arts Center. Send band check 
for $35.00 to Bob Collier c / o Carol Lucha 
Burns, Theatre, UNH, by April 21st. List 
time desired 
Available fall 1986-large private room & 
complete board, (n faculty home, corner 
of Madbury al')d Edgewood, female non 
smokerI $600 per semester plus twelve 
hours weekly of babysitting intelligent. ~our 
,year old. Flexible schedule. Piano available. 
Call 868-5669 for information. 
Free cassette lapel Hear the speech of 
Reverend A. Moltis on ,Protestantism, the 
Right wing and Romi rn-communist, worked 
politics. Send stamped & addrE;ssed en-
velope to : Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3646, 
l'ii1anchester NH 031 05 
ADOPTION: Childless couple se~king to 
adopt; nurse/lawyer; wish to share our love 
with you (c'hild; willing t-o meet w/ birth 
mother, counseling , attorney and all med-
ical expenses provided . please call our 
attorney, Michae•I R. Chamberlain, 622-
3784 
SERVICES 
_ College Student with Truck can do Moving 
and Hauling, Rubbish Removal and Fur -
niture Moving. Cail Mal evenings and 
weekends 659-2909. Referenc;;es.available. 
GOING AWAY? Responsible senior citizen 
will house-sit your pets, plants or property-
minim um two we.eks. References. 742-
7962 
$10-$360 Weekly/up mailing Circulars! 
No quotasl Sincerely interested rush self-
addressed envelope: Success , PO Box 
470CEG, Woodstock, Ill. 60Q98 
I ____ P___,.ersonals_l[jl 
Lisa, Lori, Pam, ~ue, and Shar-on-Was it 
really necessary to get up at 5 AM to g0 
to Disney World? Thanks for letting us crash 
in Clearwater, You were lots of fun, even 
if Lisa did forget her ID. Your Buddy Rich 
Rich, You guys were lots off fun tool! I CAN'T 
WAIT FOR NEXT SPRING BREAKII We 
have to do it all againl!I Love, Lori 
TOC, Jump start the wipers, good thing 
we brought the wine skin. Let 's go swim-
ming , "This room smells of Chaps" 5 in 
the moring, let's get Skippy tight, beers 
and fo9tball in the .pool, keep your shoes 
on-Your Florida Pal 
ROBIN_ L.-Yes you! Please cheer up! Life 
really isn't that bad. If I made it through 
this far anyone can. Why? Why noti 
Remember what I said. Just hang loose 
and practice your bioenergetics. Get 
psych,ed for next year, and please\ don't 
change. I like yo1J weird.-LOBES 
Steve C. -Been arrested lately for doing 
indecent things in pubJic?.Your Bail Buddies 
That was funnylllllllllllll 
Congratulations to David Olson, who has 
been chosen a-s next years Editor-in-
CHief!I1IIII 
PERSONALS 
Have you been se·xually or verbally ha -
·rassed either on campus Gr off? Campus 
Voice Mag·azine is in the process of writing 
an article dealing with this issue. If you 
are willing to speak confidentially with an 
editor, please call Catherine at 7 49-2587 . 
- Anonymit~. of c@urse, is guaranteed. _ 
ATTENTION: To those whci attended FU 
Beach party on Rte . 108 Last Friday , 
_Someone walked off with my jean jacket 
including wallet and keys. It is extremely 
important! Tha-t I ge-t the wallet back- If 
yoO have ir or know where it is please call 
Jay D. 868-9831. No questions askedIIII 
Are you outgoing, dynamic and success-
oriented, freshmen, sophomore. or junior? 
The New Hampshire Business and Adver-
tising Office is seeking an advertising 
associate, assistant business manager 
and a circulation manage·r for the · 1986 / 87 
year. These are rewarding and challenging 
positions not only personal satisfaction, 
but also impressive resume folder. Apply 
today in Room 108, MUB. 862-1323. 
PERSONALS 
All Operating Staffl The Faculty Center 
has recently changed it_s membership 
policies and we are now allowng operating 
staff to join the •facility. Please come by 
for lunch between ARfil 7~ 11 and see what 
·we're all about. 
_ Are you interested in advertising? Pub_lic 
relations? Communications? The New 
Hampshire needs a dynamic and aggres-
•sive advertising associate (leading to ad 
manager) for 1986-87 year Appljcants 
should be a fr~shman·,'sophomore or junior 
next seme~ter. Pick up applica,tions ih 
- Room 108 MUB. 
Contraceptive Services:_ Confidential , high-
quality care by trained and sensitiye staff. 
Sliding fees for exams and supplies. Call 
- for appointment. The Clinic Dover 7 ~9-
2346, Rochester 332-4249 
ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTERSI Thousands 
available. Most priced from $750 to ·$12.50. 
Send three 22¢ stamps for illustrated 
catalog to CINEMA VERITE, PO B.ox 315, 
Menlo Park, Ca 94026 (415)321-1988 -
Come see the NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLE- . Screen-Printing & Embroidery T-Shirts, 
MEN, BROWN CHATTERTOCKS, and the caps, jackets, buttons, signs, m_ugs, pencils, 
HARV-ARD OPPORTUNES, at the 7th etc. Competitive whole sale prices. T _ 
annual N.H. Gentlemen Spring Song SHIRTS PLUS-Fox Run Mall, 431-4355 
Festival, for ticket info. call 862-2290 
Climbing! Climbing! Climbing! April 8th at . 
Murkland Hall, Room 110, 8 p.m., only $2.00 
a movie- "On the _Rocks '.' (extreme rock -
climbing of the $O's) and a slide show-
"Nepal, its mountains and people" by Gary 
Scott , international climber and ·photo-
grapher. 
Hall House Mini Dorm needs people for 
next year. If you are interested in living 
in an unigue dorm· - come ch.eek us out. 
Our ·theme is Outdoor Experience. If you 
like to go camping , hiking, canoeing, or 
any other outdoor activity we need and 
want you to live in our dorm. Applications 
excepted year round . Call 4426 for more 
information and ask for Noreen or any 
ROSA member. 
ATTENTION: The New Hampshire Gen-
tlemen's Spring song Festival will be on 
Sa_turday April. 12, 1986 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Granite St. Room of the MlJB. Tickets .are 
available now at the ticket office or at the 
door. 
Are you outgoing, dynamic and_ su-cc~ss-
oriented , freshmen, sophomore or junior? 
The Ne·w Hampshire Business and Adver -
tising Office_ is seeking an adv.errising 
associate, assistant business manager 
and a circulation manager for the 1986/87 
school year. These are rewarding and 
challenging posistions offering not only 
personal satisfaction, but also impressive 
resume folder. Apply todaY. in Room 1 08, , 
MUB. 862-1323 
Have y_ou been sexually or verbally ha -
rassed either on campus or off? Campus 
Voice Magazine is in the process of writing 
an a'rticle dealing with this issue. If you 
are willing to sp~ak condifentially with an 
editor, please call Catherine at 7 49-2587. 
Anonymity, of course, is guaranteed. 
ATTENIONIIATTENTIONII IT REALLY.IS 
NOW THAT TIME AGAIN. PRE-PRE 8EG-
ISTRATION WILL' BE HELD MONDAY 
APRIL 14th AT 6 p.m. IN THE GRANITE 
STATE ROOM IN THE MUB FOR PERMIS-
SION REQUIRED CQURSE;S: SO BE P_RE-
PARED. 
John, John, I know your're out there, I know 
you're listening. look, this is the situation. 
The Saga _continues .. the final chapter. 
, Philbrook Box 4275 is happy to announce 
finding some one who likes Monty Python 
(that's a rather personal question isn't it?) 
and Bloom County ( enquiring minds_ want 
to know!) So layoff on me, OK? You should 
try it sometime, I got lots of mail (or is that 
male?) 
Paul-you make me very happy (just don't 
tell JEFF about us, OK?) "What are you 
doing here, aren't you supposed to be off 
seducing some young girl?" I like you style. :. 
but the gorilla imitation has got to go. lch 
liebe dich. Z 
Hey psychology majorst Why not try_the 
ISOLATION TANK at the FRANKLIN FIT-
NESS CENTER and calculate the effects_ 
it has on the mind. 
J2-lt's spring and the sap is' risingl I'm 
happy, now we have to make you happy. 
We'll need to concentrate on scooping you 
a gu,' (plumbing experience necessary). 
Oh, I have some shower stories about 
someone to tell you (but they're not fit to 
print) Surf nakedl J2 · 
Hello to Hall House 
Be a BARTENDE:R. Prepare for a good 
summer job. Learn mixology. It's easy and 
fun our way,. Call or write for Free Brochure. 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main 
St. , Newmarket, NH 03857. 659-3718 
Communication Majors, do you know where 
you stand for requirements? Come to Peer 
, Advising in the hall way of PCAC between 
9am-2pm starting monday, March 31st to 
Friday, April 4th 
Hi Denise, Heather, Babs, Kevin, Lyena , 
· et al 
FLORIDA WINDSU-RFING $450 SPRING 
- BREAK-Join WET FUN, the sailboarding 
store / schoo! , for an exciting break this 
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and trailor 
your boardl Includes airfare, accommo-
dations, and transfers 
SCUBA for SPRI N:G BREAK-Join WET 
FUN, the scuba sto_re/school in Ports-
mouth, for an exotic break this year. Our 
trip includes airfare , r,esort, boat and 
unlimited diving, meals, transfers, ever-
ything. Call WET FUN today 430-8626 
Th e New Hampshire needs an assistant 
business m_anager for the 198"6/87 year 
.and V will lead to business manager in 
87 / 88. lntereste,d freshmen, sophomores 
and juniors can pick up applications in 
.Room 108, MUB 
ATTENTIONII ATTENTIONII It's that time 
again(groan). Pre-pre-regi_stration will be 
held Monday April 14th at 6pm in ttie 
Granite State Room in the MUB, so be 
prepared 
Communication Majorsl You're not 'going 
to get valuable experience_ by going to 
crowded communication classes. Take 
' the initiative and become an advertising 
associate for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. If 
you are a dynamic and aggressive fresh-
man, sopho'more or junior (86/87) pick 
up an application in Rm. 108, MUB 
ATTENTION-Summer Jobs-We are now 
interviewing work ' study students for 
summer jobs at the UN'H Dairy Bar. If you 
are going to be around · campus this 
summer, and are eligible for work study 
(financial aid), you will enjoy working at 
the Dairy Bar. ·we haye full and part,-time 
openings. Hours and days can be arranged 
flexibly amund your studies or even another 
job. We are looking for waitpersons, short-
order cooks, kitchen help, and cleaners. 
No experience is req.uired, we will train 
you You can even start right away, if your 
work-study eligibility will allow, and con-
-tinue on next fall if you wish. The dairy bar 
is a pleasant place to work~this summer 
could be a fun and profitable one for you. 
Check with the Financial Aid Office about 
your eligibility for summer work study, then 
come in for an interview. Apply in mornirig 
before 11 am, or in the afternoon after 2 
pm, to Dana Glennon, Manager. And if you 
have any questions, call us at 8_62-1006 
J. You said once, jokingly that you "wanted 
it in writing," well, here "it" is. I love you 
for your smile, your eyes, your physique 
(all of it), your persol')ality, your talents 
(especially your artistic side), and much 
much more. Thank you for being my P.O. 
· date and here's looking forward to a great 
time! K. 





Hi Jane C.- Don't get down about crew. 
We both had a bad week. Practice will get 
better. But sometimes it can really sue)<. 
I hope when you read this you are still 
hurting from the fun !h ope we had Thursday 
night. It's Thursday afternoon and I still 
don 't know what we are going to do, but 
WE ARE GOiNG TO HAVE FUN, EVEN IF 
IT KILLS US. See y~, bye. Noreen 
DEAR DESPARATE SEEKERS OF PLEDGE 
. o'ANCE DA TES: We saw your ad and think 
that we might be just :what you're looking 
for. So you like to daric'e, party and have 
a good time? That's our major!'! Sounds 
like a good time so far. One of us is a 
gorgeous blonde with green eyes (afterall, 
blondes have more fun') and the other_ is 
a cute bl~e-ey_ed brunettte (don 't be fooled, 
brunettes like to have fun too!) But looks 
aren't everything right? We've both got 
great personali~es toot The only thing .we 
can't .understand is why two good looking, 
charming, fun guys like you put an ad in 
the personals for dates. Maybe the same 
. reason we're replying? Yours truly, The 
Randall Chi Si-sters P.S. You know our · 
number! 
Dear Abby- Will not even this -public plea 
for compassion move you to respond?. 
Dazed and Confused 
· Volunteer to become a Youth Companion. 
Share some time with one of Rochester's 
discouraged youths. The Youth Companion 
Program matches girls and bovs, 6-17 
years old, with caring adult volunteers. The 
adult and child spend a few hours a week 
together involved in ativities both enjoy, 
such as fishing, hiking, crafts or baking. 
For more information, attend the public 
informational meeting on April 17th, 7 p.m. 
at t-he Rochester Community Centec 
Hanson St. or call 332-4124. 
To the x-crew of Theta Chi: It's time, once 
again, to worship plants, light and water . 
Let's do it up on Friday nite (can you hold 
out ti! then-?) How late can we stay up, and 
still be functional? See ya soon (Jeff, please 
don't be so mellow!) Smeileen 
Hi Russ-take care of me this weekend, 
huh? It's your party, you 're responsi-blell 
· NO SHOTS!!!! Love Lori 
I wonder who put the above personal in ... 
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TARD .ELLEN -How are those wetknees? ~ 
Did you get lots of protein? Whistler's -do 
I need to take you home now? Nooo not 
at all . How's your back, any brain spillage? 
Where 's Willie and Billy? How's your tribe 
? Solve worl_d peace: Joint break. Do you 
need any toothpicks for your eyes? 44 days 
leftl! Someday let's smoke Billy with Jean. 
Stay awake. Get psyched to be alcoholic 
insiead of social. Your favorite Tards F.itzy 
& Susie 
·Desparately see-king Barry. You 're so 
bittersweet. Keep in touch 
. HEY YOU' Want to earn $21 O+ per week · 
this summer? Eje an attendent of disabled 
person. _Duties include-van driving, beach- . 
ing, funning and personal care (OH NOi) 
Call Dan at 1-692-4764 
B_ETH in C. 284: congra.ti..Jlations on ac-
ceptance into URI Gr'ad School!' I knew 
you cou·ld do it. Love, Cara in ,C.:.~~6 __ _ 
To David who is far away : I'm still loving 
you, Babe! With love from Cara 
To all of you who think it 's funny I have 
no voice -Just wait!!!'! Especially you, Rich! 
Lisa-no wonder it has been so quiet around 
TNH. lately. Lauri 
To the man in the light blue blaz.er at 
ACACIA last Friday night. I've been looking 
for you! M.S, Devine First 
T. Nash are you out there? Thanks for the 
great weekend. You say you can't figure 
m,e out. I can't even figure myself out. 3 
strikes an_d rm out. I screwed up twice. 
I really need your friendship' Love, Jennifer 
MB-last weekend was crazyt Do you think 
· we can get in trouble this weekend too? 
I liked the way you got the money for the 
phone call. Let me know when you have 
Webbed feet.-HL 
Summer Sublet: May 25th to Aug 5th. Three 
(possibly four) l;).edrooms, furnished , 2.2 · 
miles to UNH on Kari-Van route, quiet and 
comfortable, $51 Olmo. Must-see, call 
Kevin or Francoise at. 7 42-7135 
· Jeffy , you awesome dudell! Beach this 
weekend? I. hope sot CHINE.SE FOOD, . 
YUMMY!! Love Lori 
· ATHLETIC ADMIRER-There are 2 W.J.B.'s , 
Which one are you referring to? We both 
wore pink on Tuesday. 
Master-- How come there 'are no pictures 
of you without Wille? You two have become 
insepernble, huh? How's that bruise on 
your forehead? Do you know tha·t your 
knees look like coconuts when they're wet? 
Nooo, not at all? How about a scotch and 
soda? How does 8 at half price sound? 
Whaat? Do you need a ride home? Whaa-
at? Good uck on your 2 weeks. Maybe you 
and Meridian can get together for a talk 
about humanity. I'd join you, but I have to 
. find my identity first. Disciple. 
T. .Fox at Lambda Chi- ~eard you got your 
girlfriend back. Hold on, she's hot. We were 
impressed, M.R. 
Michael-late congrats on the baby girl!' 
Miss you, I kn_ow I haven't been by to see 
· you but wait until baseballll Then I'll see 
you all the timet Remember #1 Q?? Lisa 
P.S. Hi Cathy . 
To the guy I ran after in my socks I·ast Sat. 
night. I'd like to do it all over again and get 
to know you better but I don 't know how 
to approach you' Talk about it over a 
margarita? 
Did you know that professional athletes 
float in ISOLATION TANKS to perfect 
performance levels? Try the isolation tank 
at the Franklin Fitness Center. Your 
concentration will never .be better' 
Kimberly-I'll stop the world and melt with 
you . I need another student/teacher 
meeting in HS42. Man was not meant ,to 
live by bread alone, so God gave us pizza-
The guy with the Boxer Shorts 
Patrick-You have the nicest legs on the 
Lax teamt What is up with you? You never 
stop by anymore. I was hoping we .had at 
least a great friendship started .'Tenni$ 
a.gain sometime?-the 'Vous Woman 
jen , Wowt I blew it again (the other nite 
in the MUB) When am I gonna say some-
thing . I hope I get another chanc~ soon. 
C-ya p.s. Beach party Sat. nite. Your not 
so secret-secret admirer · 
ULTIMATE FRISBEE PLAYERS: Anyone 
interested in playing intercollegiate ultimate· 
your nee.ded . No expereitice necessary, 
just dedicat ion. Contact me as soon as 
possU:ile. Tom @,.659-5135 .. 
For forepla·y call 4226 and ask for th.e 
controller -
CATCH THE ACTIGN. COME WATCH THE 
WOMAN'S CREW TEAM RACE MT, HO-
LYOKE AT HOME SATURDAY. RACES 
START AT 12:30 p.m. CHEER US ON TO 
VICTORY. FINISH LINE IS AT THE RT. 4 
BRIDGE. 
Female student looking for a roommate 
and an apartment-for next year. Must be 
in Durham. Call after 10:00 p.m. Lauri 862~ 
4228 . . 
A Scuba meeting has been set for Tuesday 
April 15 in the Carroll Rm of the MUB. Drop-
by if your interested in Scubat" 
LJF - It's been a great 1 O months, but 
nothing like the next million . You are the 
greatestll I love you, Sparky 
"R-E-A-C-T"? I don't have ·an answer. You 
lyrics are "rivers of suggestion" instead 
of driving me away, th~ y draw me closer. 
"God-damn (my) confusion"! I don 't want 
to " stumble" through thi•s good advice-
I'll keep my money i~ _m_y_s_h_o_es_. ___ _ 
To the unknown stripper: Thank you for 
livening up our party and "baring it to the 
Bruis." Sorry for the interruption- boy were 
we sorryt! Love, J.D. 1st 
Hey TIGER! I heard there were advantages 
to being on top ... Do we have to go to 320 
Hudd to find out? GRRRRR!!I M.R. & M.W. 
Yo- Lyena~ Do .you want to start taking little 
bike trips, so that we will be in shape for 
our bike trip? This weekend will help IC>ne 
us up some. We 're going to have fun this 
weekend. Yell loud at the race and then 
1,11e're off camping. love N02 
ATTENTION: The New Hampshire Gen-
tlemen 's Spring Song Festival will be on 
· Sarurday April 12th, at 7:30 p.m . in the 
.Graniie St. Room-of the MUB. Tickets are 
available now a-t the ticket office or at the 
door. 
DTG- At last, what you 've been waiting 
fort! After a year and a half it's about time. 
huh? I hope your birthday is super? I love 
you. 
D2-How a-re you? Shoobv-dOCJI l:iel 
psyched to party this weekendtt All together 
again like in Florida!!ll!I I can drink this 
weekend·, yeah!!' Love, Lori 
RQB, LET'S GO SKATEBOARDING · 
AGAINtt THA'T WAS A BLASTtt 
The best way ·to reach 
10,000 people is through the 
classifieds 
. . 
Co-ed frater°nity wants yout Do you like 
to have fun and help people too? _Join Alpha 
Phi Omega and its co.mfnu.njty service 
activities. Call Mike Nickerson (868-3064) 
or Amy Giguere (868-3277) 
Delta Zeta pledges: "When the going get 
tough , the tough get going .. " Remember 
that? Digger- get that 3.81! Al- dance, dance, 
· dancett To the breakfast "club" (you know 
who you are) chow those bagels!' Get ready 
for those tons of "Humpies"II 
Introducing: Alpha Phi Omega- the new 
co-ed service fraternity . Interested in what 
we're all about? Come help us to r.ielp 
· others by calling Mike Nickerson (862-
4312) or Amy Guguere (868-3277) 
Blob ... Blob ... Yes, you! Who else would have 
that name.- I 'm looking forward to an 
interesting '86 fall semester. dust don't 
ask to borrow my B·'s; I can't afford to lose 
any. 
Flash' Scientists predict that April 12th 
will be the hottest day of the year , come 
cool off at the Alpha Phi Omega carwash . 
Join in the fun . Come and help us br come 
have. your car washed on Saturday after-
noon April 12th, at the Old Colony Petro-
leum Staticin! Hopt to see you therell 
Apartment -and Roommate wanted! UNH . 
student looking for apartment and room-
mate for next fall . Must live within 2 miles 
of campus. Call Chip at 862-1524/659-
2909 nights. 
Animals! Animals! Animals' If you have 
nothing to do tomorrow come down to the 
l'ivestock activities center (by the horse 
barns) and watch .your fellow students how 
their animals in the Annual UNH Little R0yal 
Livestock Show (8.am to 3 pm) 
Smiley- Hope you 're doing well .on your 
exams. How can I compete with a stand-
ardized fill-in-the -dots test?? How can I 
· compete with i3 tiny-waisted Brazilian 
model wiih lipstick all over. her teeth who 
has a stupid name? You might be a smooth 
operator, but Michael Z. loves met Thi11king 
of you every h.our. Zt.i'gs · · · · 
Come see the New Hampshire Gentlemen, 
Brown Chatertocks, and the Harvard 
Opportunes, at the 7th annual N.H. Gen-
tlemen's Spring Song Festival 1 for ticket 
into. call 862-2290 
~---~----~--------------------------~----------------------------~-I . · · -; · . · . · . . · I -I 
-Personal -For Sale -Help Wanted -Services -Housing 
-Lost & Found -Rides ...;..Travel -Yard Sales -Sports 
The New Hampshire 
RATES: $1.00 for 40 words per insertion 
Each additional run: -$1.00 
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------------.,.CONNER.._ ____ ......__ 
(continued from pa~e 28) 
competes in another sport." . university is 'no money'." 
And what players Conner is "You'd think the legislature . 
able to scrape up for the team would want UNH to be a·show-
are forced to play on the worst case of the state. The reason this 
college baseball field in New institution is regressing is that . 
England. According to Conner no one around here ever wants 
it started out as being one of the to lay down the law and make 
best ballparks, but has complete- some concrete decisions," ex-
ly degenerated. · plains Conner. "Everybody _in 
. "For awhile there the Uni-- the administration has the one · 
. versity wa·s keeping it up. ~ut goal of keeping their own back 
now that they've got fall soccer clean. Everyone relies on some 
and summer softball league~ in committee to make the decisions 
the outfield, the field is a for them." 
disaster," exclaims Cortner. · According to Conner, some · 
"We're probably the only set of policies must be set down. 
school in New England not to An example he gave is the 
play today (Wednesday a~d .issuing of final exams during 
Thursday doubleheaders versus __ the last week of school, rather 
Bowdoin and Rhode Island were than finals week. He estimated 
· called off due to poor field that 20% of finals are given in 
conditions). We get no drainage the last week of classes. 
and, subsequently, there are ruts "The~e. simply is no Univer-
and holes all over the _place," sity policy (which is enforced 
says Conner. . · consistently) regarding the ad-
Another sports related frus- ministrative aspects of all 
tration forced upon Conner by courses," says Conner. "For 
the UNH administration is the instance, athletes are supposed 
women's sports program. He to be excused for sports events, 
explained that the men have but in many cases the individual 
. worked more than 20 years to professors handle those situa-
get where they are and the tions completely at their own 
women walk in and get it in one discretion. If you're not going 
year. As a-matter-of-fact, to enforce a policy, then don't 
Conner's former office in the have it at all." · 
front of the Field House 'is now · 
occupied by a woman coach of 
many lesser years than he. 
"There definitely exists feel-
ings of jealousy between the 
women and 'the men," ·says 
Conner. "W-emen sports were · 
paid for by University funding 
under the assumption that it 
would make money. But there's 
no attendence, no money, and 
very little fan interest in gener- ! 
al.". - . - , ~ 
"Take the women's hockey 
team for example," continues 
Conner. "They're nationally 
ranked and they only draw about 
30 fans, and 28 of them are_ 
_probably parents." 
"The face is, if you have six 
dollars co go co, say, a profes-
sionahennis match, what would 
you rather see? You'd. go to a 
men's match," says Conner. 
"You. want co see the quicker, 
more aggressive sport." 
Of concern to Conner is the 
classroom learning environ-
ment. He does not believe that 
the level of communication 
between students and teachers 
is what it should, or could .be. · 
"The students· are not so 
much learning, but. memorizing 
the course material," says 
Conner. "We need the best . 
professors in the clas~room 
teaching, not on sapbatical 
somewhere. Some professors 
think they're . too good to teach 
freshmen classes. Heck, the 
freshmen are paying as much 
as everyone else. Why shouldn't 
they receive the quality of 
education the older students are 
getting?" · . · 
Conner is quietly disgruntled 
over all of the unexplained and 
unjust administrative 'decisions' 
which hidden committees are 
making. But, when you think 
about it, any one who puts in 
24 years at an institution should 
be alloted at least a minirpal 
dosage of respect; somethi_rig 
more rewarding than asbestos-
filled lungs . 
"I just feel that I owe h to 
myself and my players to do the 
best job I can. It's 'all a matter 
of self-pride," concludes Conner. 
Being a long time teacher as 
well as a coach, Conner has 
many interests outside o,f base-
ball. One of them being the 
present state of education an 
UNH. According to Conner, the 
quality of education at · UNH is 
not what it used to be. "As far 
as this being the 'best small 
public university in the country,' 
talk is cheap," states Conner. 
''The famous password of this UNH head baseball coach Ted Conner(foreground) has been 
at UNH for 24 years.{file photo) 
__ ....._ ___ LAX-WOMEN-----------
re-evaluate ~urselves," said 
Marios. "We knew we had to 
~ork on tight man-to-man 
defense." 
(continued from page 28) · 
exciting game,of the weekend 
promises to be Sunday at 12:00, 
when the Wildcats take on #2 
Nationally ranked Temple Uni-
versity. 
game Anderson said, "We can 
play the level of lacrosse it would 
take. to beat a top-ranked team, 
now it's just a matter of keeping 
· our poise throughout the entire 
game." · 
UNH came out strong in the 
second half, as defensive player 
Marios scored on an end-to-end _________ :..._ ______________ :---:----, 
In regards to the Temple 
solo rush. Haynes scored her. 
second goal of the day, assisted 
by Geromini. UNH's seven-
point scoring spree ended with 
two snots by Geromini and 
Lollrns. 
· With several minutes remain-
. ing in the game, Dartmouth 
scored the final two goals, 
managing to keep its loss within 
a five-goal spread. 
On Saturday,. UNH will play 
BC on New Hampshire Hall 
field at 1 pm. And although BC 
is not to be overlooked, the most 
Weekend Home Games·. 
SATURDAY- · SUNDAY-
-Baseball I pm -B.aseball lpm 
-Women's [acrosse 1 pm . -Women's Lacrosse 12 
noon 
-Men's Lacrosse 2 pm 
-Women's Crew 




. by Aaron Ferraris 
and Phillip Andrews 
How come we have ttiis fe~ling that scores of 
6 to 5- and 9 to 8 are going to be commonplace for 
the Boston Red Sox this season. Why is it that the 
only people not surprised about ~his are the ones 
who can't do anything about it:· namely; everyone 
but the Red Sox management. Maybe the Red Sox 
pitching will heat up with the weather; but, then 
again, maybe it won't. If you study recent past 
seasons, the indication is that we' re all in for another 
one of those less-than-satisfying seasons. It wouldn't 
be too bad if those scores were generally in favor 
of the Bosox; but, more ·often than not, the Sox · 
lose a lead late · in the game for yet another sad loss. 
Why can't Boston ever seem to get pitchers who 
can consistentliget batters out after the seventh 
~~ng? . . . . . 
Aren't those brawlin' Boston Bruins something? 
Wednesday night's opening round play-off game 
against "Les Miserables" Montreal Canadians was 
a real peach, wasn't it? The 3 to 1 loss to the hated 
Canadians didn't help matters; yet, considering 
the Bruins track record at Montreal, it s.houldn't 
be surprising. The fans, the larger ice surface, the 
horrible refereeing that always seems to plaque 
· the Bruin~ when they play at the Forum - all these 
factors, along with usual rough-stuff, make for bad 
expedences for the Bruins. But Wednesday night 
• was an especially bad one. Somehow, after the first 
Bruins' goal (that would have tied the score at 1-
1) was disallowed, and the bad officiating started 
to take over, we could sense that this game .would 
turn into something other than a hockey game if 
the Bruins trailed by more than two goals in the 
third period. Sure enough, with the B's down, 3 
to 1 in the third period, the cheap-shots and sticks 
/came up with more regularity than a Red .. Sox 
pitcher's ·sinker ball. · · . . 
The officials for this parti~ular contest; however 
can be burdened with more than their fair share · 
of the blame for this. An isolated example of_ poor 
offi5=iating: a Bruin was hauleq down from behind 
while carrying the· puck; the fallen player· jumps 
up and trips the Canadian that felled him originally. 
·-Meanwhile, the friendly referee is stationed along 
the far board, not ten feet away with an unobstructed 
view, and he chooses to remain a spectator; in other 
words, he didn't make a call. There is nothing that 
infuriates both player:s and fans more than 
inconsistent officiating, andWednesday's opening 
round play off game was too foll of it for both. With 
aH the garbage · that the player's got away with in 
the first game, the rest of the games take on new 
meaning: which team to score the first goal is 
overshadowed by which team goes after the other 
(fighting, stick-swinging, etc.) first. · · 
On this date back in 1962, the New York Mets 
made their debut in an inauspicious manner, that's 
right. They lost to the S;iint Louis Cardinals 11 -
4, as a 'matter 0f fact they lost their first nine games 
and finished the major league season with a record 
- of 40 wins and 120 losses ...... How many of you 
remember Bud Abbott· and Lou Costellos famous 
baseball team, you know th~ "who's on first" squad? 
Well, just in case you. forgot the hne up here it is 
· one more time .... first base - who; second base -
what; third base - I d~n't know; short stop _, I don't 
care; left fielder - why; center fielder - because; 
catcher -· today; pitcher - tomorrow. The name of 
· the right fielder was routinely omitted. . 
,Remember Chuck Connors who played the 
rifleman on the television show by the same name? 
Well, Connors was also a Major League ball player 
(baseball that is) in 1949 and 1951. In '49 he played 
,one game with the Brooklyn Dodgers then played 
66 games for the Chicago Cubs in 1951 and batted 
.239 in 201 at bats. 
Answer to last week's trivia: B<1;sebaU Coach T~d 
Conner has coached the most games at UNH. His 
first year as head coach was 1966 and he's currently 
going into h-is 21st season (he also has 247 wins 
under his belt) ... Next week's .trivia: What coach 
. hc1.s the most ·victories atUNH? See ya' next week. 
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Men's lacrosse team in home opener 
By Marla G. Smith 
The UNH men's lacrosse . 
team will host SUNY- Stony 
BrQok tomorrow as an irripor- - . 
rant firsf h<?me garrie o,f the 
season. 
Good news for the Wildcats 
is that Delaware defeated Duke 
(10-1) with a score of 12-3. 
''.Since we beat Delaware this 
opens up a lot of possibilities 
for us," said head coach Ted 
Garber. "If we can win the next 
seven games, it just might put 
• us in the playoffs." 
The Stony Brookgame is the 
first of ·five home games for the 
• Wildcats. UNH has only two 
away games remaining on its 
schedule. 
"We can't take Stony Brook 
lightly," said Garber. "The key 
will be to get the half~f ield 
offense on track. It's in our 
hands, basically. But Stony 
Brook should be tough. They' re 
the ECAC Division III Champs 
from their area." 
Steve Fay won't be play-ing. 
this Saturday due to a concus-
sion, said Garber. l=Iowever, 
action wiU be seen by senior 
Tom Snow and junior Barry 
Fraser. They are tied for the 
early season scoring lead with 
14 points apiece. Snow has been 
. setting up the goals and leads 
the squad with 11 assists. Fraser 
leads the team with 13 goals-. 
Wildcat Barry Fraser(30) is tied for the team points lead with Tom Snow and leads in goals scored with 13.(Marla Smith 
file photo) . · ,.,. . . 
game for the Wildcats ·while 
Other team members to look 
for Saturday are-jm1ior Steve 
Thomas who has seven goals 
and five assists, and senior tri-
captain -Tom Arrix with seven 
goals and one assist. 
junior Da:ve Applefeld rriade 15 L D h 
:e:1s against .Vermont last · . ax-women upset . artmout .· 
Senior goaltender Andy Soma 
has averaged 16.5 saves per 
"Hopefully, we'll have a good 
turnout," s·aid Garber of the 
Wildcats' first home game. 
The game will start at 2 pm 
a,t Cowell Stadium. 
Head coach Conner 
By Ami Walsh _ 
Yesterday afternoon UNH 
women's lacrosse team turned 
on Dartmouth with three un-
answered goals during the last 
90 seconds of the fir.st half, and 
went on to defeat the Big Green 
10-5 · in the first upset of its '86 
wants changes 
· , d season. 
ma e Even:though the Wildcat~ are defendrng NCAA Champ10ns 
By Alan Adelma(l court," ·recalls Conner. "The 
"You know what bothers me wooden floor is now under the 
about as much as' anything?" mats in the wrestli~g room." 
says UNH's longest active coa~h The big business UNH hock-
and tenured Physic.fl Education ey program wasn't so1big back 
professor Ted Conner. "I can't then. "This was all before the . 
even get them to p'ut a rug on hockey arena was built. We 
my floor." played outdoors, and it was so 
, Imagine that. Dedicate 24 cold it took the scoreboard an 
years of your life to an institu- ·hour to warm up. One time it 
tion (of higher learning no less), wasn't quite wartn enough and 
through thick and thin, and the the dock ran so slow it took 
~igher-ups still have you coming about an hour and a·half to play 
in to a closet-sized box of an fhe first quarter,." reminisces 
office with something less than Conner. "Of course, there was 
wall-to-wall carpeting. · . no Zamborii'machine. They used 
''It wouldn'.t be so bad, but I one of those big sweepers." 
don't have any window·s and Aside from the changing 
those pipes up there probably facilities over the years, the 
give of more than a daily dose ' athl'etes themselves have be-
. of asbestos," says Conner. 'Tve come more specialized as well. 
got to go outside to check the According to Conner, back in 
weather." the Vince Lombardi era, UNH 
Conner, head varsity baseball would always have two or three 
coach since 1966, came to UNH three-sport players. "About 
in 1962 as the freshman base- 40% of some teams were made 
ball, hockey, and football coach. up of kids who played other 
He has taught a variety of sports as well," explains Conner. 
physical education classes and The lack of multi-sport ath-
for three years was head of the letes is now affecting UNH's 
P.E. service program, which non-scholarship sports, includ-
entailed assigning teachers to ing the baseball program. "It 
the different courses in the hurts. I'm constantly losing 
curriculum. players to scholarship sports," 
Not unlike today, the UNH says Conner. "Mike Shriner is 
athletic facilities in the early the _only player Tve got who 
60's were lacking. "Back then, CONN. ER -
the indoor track was a basketball : · ' page 
27 
the current National Polls have 
ranked UNH 8th. Dartmouth 
was ranked 6th. This ranking 
is based on the· committee's 
assessment of returning players. 
As proven by yesterday's game, 
the Wildcats ability was under-
rated. _ · 
"We wer~ going into this 
game to prove the ratings 
wrong," said Wildcat .Pauline 
Collins. 
"Defensively we are . j·ust 
getting used to each othe.r and 
· the attack players are dropping 
down to defense and helping · 
with ' the ' midfield connections/' 
sa~d UNH m-captair:i, -~a~l;> 1':fa-
ro1s. 
Nevertheless Da~tmouth 
moved ahead first, making the 
game's opening goal at 6:06 . 
A goal from UNH center Col-
lins off an assist from Marios 
tied the game at 1-1. The score 
continued to see-saw, as Dart-
mouth netted two,while UNH's 
Anne Sherer and Suzie Haynes 
countered the attack. Half ~ay 
into the first half the score was 
tiecY 3'-3: and the kilted Ivy 
Leaguers seemed to dominate 
the game, as they maintained 
control of the ball around 
UNH' s defensive zone. 
The momentum began to 
s,wing in UNH's favor-when 
Sher·er scored off an assist from 
Lynn.Abbott. Less than a minute 
later Collins scored another for 
UNH. Within another thirty 
seconds, the ball was back in 
front of the Dartmouth goal, 
where Karen Geromini scooped 
a loose baU into the anticipating 
stick of Collins, who fi.red 
another into · the' net, giving 
UNH a tlfree goal lead ·at the 
half. 
In the Wildcat team huddle 
at halftime, Coach Anderson 
told her offensive players to set 
up specific plays rather than 
freelance shots. Then as soon 
as the Wildcats lost possession, 
she told them, offense and 
defense .. needed to mark a Dart-
mouth defensive player - tight-
ly. 
"At halftime we were able to . 
LAX-WOMEN, page 27 
UNH's Suzie Haynes(#9 dark) scored twice in the Wildrnts' 
10-5 victory over Dartmouth yesterday.(file photo) 
